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FOREWORD

Withthe passage of PubliC/Law 94-142 came. the challenge to

the public school system to educate handicapped children in

igular classrooms, the least restrictive environment in many

instances. For many teachers, the presence of handicapped chil-

dren in their claSses presents problems which the teachers are

ill-prepared to resolve. .\

Martin (1974) identifies attitudes, fears, anxieties, and

possible overt rejection as barriers to the placement of handi-

capped children in regular class\rooms. Moreover, the placement

of. Black and other minority group handicapped children in regular

classrooms presen'ts-pioblems stemming from thevrace, culture,

and socioeconomic level of the students. The minority-handi-

capped child is confronted by the teacher's lack of sensitivity

to and Witive valuing of cultural differences as well as,his/

her inability to use teaching/learning strategies mid develop

and/or rewrite curricula in response to the' needs of minority

students. In addition, the term-"minority" has tiw-connotatian

of being less than other groups with respect to power, status,

and treatment (Chinn, 1979).

To assist teacher educatcrs to overcome these problems and,_

to implement P. L. 94-142, NABSE/TAC has developed this series

of modules. It is anticipated that these modules will be infused

in teacher education programs at historically Black institutions

and,'thereby, serve as vehicles to encourage and. inspire pre-
,

service teachers to.use their minority perspectives and expertise

for the benefit of special -needs minority students in relation

to P:L. 94-142. 4
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,There are five intructional'modules in this series. This

instructional module and others in the series address the problems

faced
,
by Black handicapped and other minority handitapped stu-

dents. The spirit and letter of P.L. 94-142 are explored
Ckta.

rerative to their 'problems. The modules are as follows:

P.L. 94-142 and the Minoxity Chi.2d

Minoxity Handicapped Student4: A44 e44ment I44ue4
and Ftattle.e4

The Devetopment and Detivetq. o6 InAttuctionat Senvice4:
A Commitment to the Minotkty Handicapped Chitd

o. :Se/meta/tin the Leaxn.i.ng Ctimate Son Minotity Handi-
cappe u ent4

/

V4taing,the Divelusity oS MZnonity Handicapped Stadent4

a

The module P.L. 94-142 and the 'Minority Child is to be

used first. Thereafter, t he, teacher educator may choose to use

any of the remaining,modules as appropriate to the needs of his/

her student pl.Ulation.

All children have a right'to equality of education. The

National Alliance of Black School Educators believes that through
.

efforts such as those of the Training Assistance Center equality

of educational opporiunitylor all Black and other minority

students canbe attained.

pn, P. C., The exceptional minority child:, issues and
sc me answers. Exceptional Children, 1979, 45, 532-536.

tin, E. W., S e thoughts on mainstreaming. Exceptional
Children and Yo h, November, 1974, 150-153.
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Tie right of all handicapped-children to an appropriate,

free, publicly supported. education in the least restrictive

environment has been guaranteed by the passage of Public Law

.94-142. Mandates containeatin the law are especially relevant

to Black and other minority children, since disproportionate .

numbers of these children have been identified as handicapped

and placed in segregate0 educational settings. It is, therefore,

likely that substantial numbers of minority pupils will be

mainstreamed. Thus, the implementation of P.L. 94-142 carries

with.it many implications'for the psychosocial and cognitive ,

needs of handicapped Black and other minority children. The

law also has tremendous implications for regular classroom

teachers, teaching) /learning strategies, dnd the learning.en-

vironment. Therefore, teacher educators in historically Black,
0

institutions have ayesponsibility to provide preservice.teachers
o

with information and experience that will ip turn engender the

knbwledge, skills, and sensitivities, needed to provide a

positive learning climate for handicapped minority students

ong
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The goal of the module is to provide teacher educators

and presorvice teachers with information thit. will facilitate

:successful social, emotional, and academic functioning of

.handicapped minority students in the regular .classroom

environment.

...,.°
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Otganizationat Plan

This module, Structuring The Learning Climate for Minority

Handicapped Students, focuses on the development, of interpersonal

relationships that foster the development-' of a positive self-
,

concept. Attention is, given to teacher- student and student-

student interactions in an effort to determine the extent to

which handicapped minority students are accepted in the regular

classroom. In addition, attention is given to the materials,

environment and teaching.and behavior strategies needed to pro-

vide a learnihg climate that is appropriate' for minority handi-

capped students.

This module'is deiigned.to be presented in three SO-minute

classes. Presessibn activities to familiarize the teacher

educator with the module have been, included'.

PRESESSION

1. Read the entire module including handouts.

2. Obtain and preview the suggested filmstrip.

,3. Obtain and duplicate handouts.

4. Make transparencies.

S. Read additional materials on the education of the
handicapped.

iv -
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'COPi"RIGHT INFORMATION

Identified below is copyright informatio/rOn all articles

that are recommended for use in this "'nodule. Some articles re-

Iquire a fee for use, and others do not. The articles that do

not require a fee are includedin the module. NABSE/TAC-offeis

this information to facilitate your securing the articles.

Handout 1-1

Jones, R., & Wilderson, F., Mainstreaming and the minority
child: an overview of issues and\perspective. Jones, R.,
(Ed.) Mainstreaming and the minority child.

. . PUblisher:

Council for Exceptional Children
192CAssocihtion Drive,
Reston, VA 22091

.

Handout 1-3

Pupil-Pupil Interaction Preference Form and Directions for
Administration... from: 'Gearheart, B; R., & Weishahn,
M. W. The handicapped student in the regular classroom.

Publisher:

C. V. Mosby ,

St. Louis; MO

Handout 11-2

Bland, E. et al., Availability, usability, and desirability-of
instructional materials and media for minority handicapped
students. Journal ofSpecial Education, 1979, 13, 157 -167..

Publisher:-

Buttonwood Farms, Inc.
1950 Streef"Road, Suite 408
Bensalem PA 19020
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INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN --CLASS I

Behavioral ObjeCtive

ENABLING ACTIVITY

Teacher Educator Student Materials

) The student, will be able
to identify factors that
can cIntribuie to the
handicapped student's
sense of security and
deyelopment ofa positive
self-concept.,

Lecture I Lecture I
1

Pre-assessment

Lecture I: Interpersonal
Relationships'

2) The student will be able
to discuss how'teacher
attitudes impact Student-
Student interaction in

t-s
- the classroom.

I

Lecture I Lecture,I

Out-of -class
reading df hand-
out

o Handout I-1: Main streaming
and the Minority Child:
An Overview of Issues and
a Perspective.

__3)-The student will be able
to identify'strategies
that promote positive
interactions between
handicapped students.

r

19.

Lecture I

k

Lecture I

Have.pupuls de-
sign social In-
teraction
experience which
will facilitate
increased accept-

. ance of minority
handicapped child

,children.

Lecture I: Interpersonal
Relationships



OPTIONAL'INSTRUCTIONAL_PLAN-= CLASS I

Enabling Activity
3MININMIN

Behavioral 'Objective Teacher r.-:ucator' Student Mathrials

1) Group activity: Have
..:students administer th
"Attitudes of Regular
Classrotm Teachers To-
viard Mainstreaming
Scale" to 3-5 teachers.
Students will tabulate
the results and discus
how the attitudes 'of
those teachers. mar im-
pact a handicapped stu
dent 14.1 the class.

Handout 1-2: The Attitudes
Regular Classroom Teacher's'',
Toward Mainstreaming Scale.

2) Write a one-page repor
on how a teacher may
deliberately or inad-
vertently affect 'a stu
dent's self-.concept.

3) ) Have students admini- Handvut I-3 & 3b: Pupil -
ster Pupil - Pupil; Inter Pupil Interaction Preference
action Preference Form Form
(Handout 3) to children-
,within a mainstreamed ,

c isroom. Data may b = - ___ _ _ _ __ _

u e to compare pupil
preference for inter-
action with handicappe
and nonhandiCapped
pupils.

r
0



HANDOUTS, TRANSPARENCIES *(APPENDIX)

4

Mainstreaming and the Minority Child: An
OverView of Issues and a Perspective

HO I-2 The Attitudes of Regular Classrbom Teachers
Toward Mainstreaming Scale (Optional)

HO I-3a,b Pupil-Pupil -Interaction Preference Forms
(Optional)

Transparencies:

Teacher-Student-Interaction Analysis Form

Pupil Perceptions of Teacher-Student Interaction
and,Support

'TP-3 Pupil - Pupil, Interaction Preference Form

3
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'STRUCTURING HE LEARNING CLIMATE FOR
MINORITY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

1 ) .

PRE - ASSESSMENT

DIRECTIONS: For'each numbered item, there is a lettered set
of alfernative answers or completion's. Select
the BEST'ONE for, each item. Circle your respor

1. Which ONE of the following is NOT, a strategy to pro-.
mote positive interaction between handicapped minority
students and nonhan4icapped students?

a) establishing a buddy system w
b) -holding rap sessions to taring students together
c) giving leadership status to a low status child
d) putting students with similar handicaps, together

2. Which ONE of the following alternative behavioral
strategies would NOT be used with a distractible
child2

a) moving the child's desk to a piace of minimum
activity

b) -keeping the child's work area clean
c)' alternating quiet activities with ones that

involve movement
d) providing a variety of instructional activities

at ,the same time

Whieh,ONE of the-following bWlavioral problems is NOT
exhibitedby special needs students?

a) distractibility R 'c) ability level .-
b) hyperactivity ,.. d) short attention span

OD

e,



4.. Which,ONE.,of the, following is NOT a level on :which
G behavior management systems can be, structured?

a) prevention 'c) coping behaviors
b) exclusion t'd) direct intervention

DIRECTIONS: For each 'numbered item, supply the correctresponse.

5. Factors that can-contribute to the handicapped
minority-student's sense, of security and development
of a positive self-concept are:

and

ESSAY

. Discuss how teacher attitudes impact student-student
interaction in the classroom;

7. Discuss specific adaptations relative to physical en-
vironment,.materials, and teaching strategies that
teachers need to maketo provide a learning climate
conducive to the social and intellectual growth of
-handicapped minority students.

0

5

0
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TEACHER- STUDENT AND. STUDENT- STUDENT
INTERACTI ON



The quality of interaction in the classroom is dependent

upon several factors that reflect the society at large. These

factors are biases that have plagued our society for years aid

they have a tremendous effect on the interaction in the class-
_

room: They relate to race, socioeconomic status, and culture.
I

In addition, bias against, persons With handicapping conditions
. ,

I.

exists and is evidenced by the handicappeds'
t

lack of social

acceptance and their exclusion for the most part from publicly
-

supported education prior to P.L. 94-142. In the school system,

biases manifest themselves in.the use of discriminatory tests

to negatively categorize racial minorities and the poor, as,

Ow teacher expectations for minority students, in the failures

that Black and other minority students experience, and in the

loss of self-esteem suffered by low income Children (Mercer,

1974; Rdsenthal cobson, 1968; Hentoff, 1979; Shipman, 1976).
o

Public Law 94-142 supports the concept of individuality

and cultural diversity in iT provisions for a free appropriate

education, individualized education program, and nondiscriminatory

testing, but much of the implementation of the law lies with

the regular ,teacher. It is the regular teacher's responsibility

to adapt and adopt strategies- and materials to effectively

'teach all the children in his/her classroom and to change be-
. .

haviors and attitudes that are.incompatible with helping students

succeed.

The least restrictive environment provision.of PubliihLaw
. t

'94-142 requires the placement of handicapped students with
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nonhandicapped students to the extent appropriate. Whereas the

least restrictive environment is specific to the child and

denotes n 'ther special, class or regular class placement, the

. regular class is the preferred placement. The presence of

`handicapped minority students in the regular class with non-

handicapped white middle class students brings into focus the

issue of differences. These differences are manifested in the

manner in which minority students respond and react to the

events ihat.?ccur in the classroom.

The difference, that the handicapped minority student

exhibits impact the interaction between the student and his/

her middle class oriented teacher and nonhandicapped white

middle class peers. The interaction that takes place in the

classroom determines the climate in which students learn. The

-learning climate can either enhance or impede the social and

.academic growth of its participants. Johnson (1970) illustrates

1)1

the concept of school clithate from a symbolic interaction frame
,

I)
(of reference in the following:

Education, from a social-psychological point of view is
carried on in an organized social environment largely .

through interpersonal processes. How a student responds
in the classroom, tor example, will depend upon such
factors as the organizational structure and climate of the
school, the natur's of the student's goals and the goals
of his teacher, and the reaction he thinks his peers,
parents, and friends will have to. his behavior. It is
primarily withiA the extended teacher-student and student-
student interaction in the classroom that education takes

tplace.

1-$
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Teachers- Student Inteaactian

There is-little question that the teacher has a profound

.influence-on student behavior, achievement, and feelings of

,self-worth (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Shipman, 1976). The

way in which the teacher relates to the student can either

greatly facilitate or seriously impede 'a student's success in

school. .Thus, this interaction is an important factor to con-

siderwith all students. However, it has even greater.imp'r

lications for the minority student who is identified as

handicapped.
, ..

.

,

)

The cultural_ context in which handicapped Black and other

minority students live does have implications for the learning

climate. Because these students may have a communication style,

incentive-motivation style, a hdman relations style, and style

of thinking, perceiving, remembering, and problem solving that

differ from those of middle class students, the teacher will

have to make adaptations to the curriculum and teaching /learning

strategies.: The adaptations will be enhanced if teachers can

:demonstrate sensitivity'to the students'' cultural diversity by:.

1) conceptualizing culture in,terms of the important
componenti of any culture that tend to set groups
apart from each other (communication patterns,
customs of diet and dress, and the arts)'. A knowledge
'of the components of a culturelwill engender some
awareness of cultural orientation.

identifying and working with those qharacteristics
of inaividual learners 1::at cause that learner to
behave differently from that which the school
commonl:y\anticipates (Button, 1977).

\-

e



,Public Law 94-142 mandates the provision of an appropriate ed-

ucation to all handicapped children. An appropriate education

emphasizes special education and related services designed to

meet 'the unique needs of handiapped children. Black and other

minority handicapped students have unique needs. The realiz-

ation of an appropriate education that-addresies their unique

needs can best be achieved if students possess a positive self-

concept which in turn facilitates receptivity to cognitive and

social growth. Telford and Sawrey (1972) contend that "a person's

level'of aspiration is intimately related to his self-concept."

A person's view of himself /herself determines what he/she thinks

he/she can do and what he/she Ittempts to achieve. Important

also to the development of a positive self-concept is what other

ersons think and feel.

The-handicapped Black.and othei- minority group student's

sense of security is important to his/her development of.a

positive self- concept. Raths (1969) fdentifies factors that

contribute to the student's sense of security; Teaches know-

ledge of and sensitivity to several of these factors contribute

to the development of a,positive self-condept in the Black and

minority handicapped student. These factors are as follows:

) Everytstudent feels more secure ifrhe/she knows that
the teacher will not diminish his/her status-in the
presence of his/her peers. This means that practically
'all punishments will be administered privately. No
child'should receive the scorn, ridicule, sarcasm or
name-calling of an angry or upset teacher in a group
situation;



2) Students want a teacher who can save them from extremesof humiliation. Nearly,all of us have learned.a great
deal through the mistakes we have made. Sometimes,
however, a mistake made in the presence of our peers
-can bvterribly.hUmiliating. Sometimes a teacher can
very quickly assert that' he/she is partly.to blame forthe situation. Sometimes he/she can restate what a
student has said in a manner that-robs it of its,ad-
verse affect... Sometimes the teacher can turn it into.
a joke on himself/herseli. Whatever the teacher does,
he/she tries to soften the significance-of the mistakein order to help the student "save face;",

,
-3) Suidents feel more emotionally secure' when they are

respected. This means that the teacher listens-tothem and responds to them. At times he/she will ask
for their help, their' ideas, and their opinions.

* He/she will avoid the repeated use of such statements
as "You're too young," "you're too small," or "you
wouldn't understand." The teacher does not "run down"
the group, the school, or the grade level. Instead,
he/she.takes many opportunities to acknowledgCthe
achievements of the school and the voup.

The teacher can assess the quality of his/her interaction

with students in the classroom by conducting a self-inventory

and by administering a questionnaire to students. The Teacher-
,Student Interaction inventory will reveal the frequency and kind

of interaction with each child. Here is an example, of a Teacher--

Student Interaction Analysis Form: (Put on transparency, TP-11

-1-



TEACHER-STUDENT-INTERACTION-

DIRECTIONS: Uie the symbols in the following key to identify the
kind and nature of teacher-student interaction in
the classroom. Us* a check to indicate the kind of
interaction and -if it was pleasurable, "P," or if it
was unpleasurabli7 "AP." Make duplicates of, this
form so that you can use one for each day of the
week.

\

XH =

BM =

L =

T =

DATE

K E Y

Extra help, academic

Behavior Management -

Listening to:the Student

Talking to the Student

PL' = Playing with the Student

Interaction

Student's Name'
BM L T PL

P NP

NS

'NP P NP P NP P
$

NP

.

4



Prepare a Summary, of the interactions to asceriltain the

five students with whom you spend the least.tiMe and the five

with whom you spend the most time. Note whether the interactions

are pleasurable or unpleasurable.
. -

The use of the Pupil Perceptions of Teacher-Student

Interaction and Support form will indicate to the teacher how

student's perceive their teacher. One strategy for administering

this instrument is to have a colleague administer the test in an

. effort to get honest answers from Students and thereby lessen

the fear of reprisal. (For younger children, the statements

And response options tan be read the teacher.) Here is

the Pupil Perceptions of Teadher.:Student Interaction Siiort

Form: Diut,on transparency,

c, NAME

PUPIL PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHER - STUDENT
INTERACION AND SUPPORT,.

1. I can get extra help from the
teacher when I need'it.-

Z. The teacher praises me when
I do well.'

3. Theteacher smiles when I do
. something-well.

4. The teacher listens. atten-
tively.

Always Seldom Never

.3, . 2

12 -

33
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Cr

The teacher accepts me' as an
individual.

. The teacher encourages me to
'try something new.

The teacher respects the feel-
ings of others.

a. My-work is usually good.

,9. -I am \Called on when I raise
my hand.

10. The 'same students always get
praised by the 'teacher.

11. The teacher, gradei;

1:7." The teacher Smiles and- enjoys
teaching!

13'; 'I lave learned to do things
,from this teacher.

14. *hen something is too hard; my
teacher ,makes it easier for '

-me.
1

My' teacher is polite and
-courteous.

I like my teacher.

Always Seldom .Never

-3 2 1

4/10./. 4.,.

Prom: Cearheart, B. R., and Weishahn, M. W. The Handicapped
Student in the'Regular Classroom, St. Louis:

1

) C. V. Mosby, 1980.

- 13 -,
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Acceptance and understanding are powerful social and

',intellectual growth

an appreciation for

enhancers. fo gain an understanding of and

the person the student is, the effective

teacher makes an effort to know the whole student. The teacher

needs to acquire a knowledge of his/her home life, previous

school experiences', his/her interests and abilities, and his/

her"strengths and weaknesses because this information impacts

classroom interactions, achievement, and teacher perception.

`Important as it is, to understand a student, the teacher of

handicapped Black and other minority students must exhibit an

attitude of acceptance. This acceptance should be,without re-
,

*.gard to the personal and intellectual attributes and physical

labilities'of the student. In, addition, the teacher of physically

and mentally handiapped students needs to show students that

they are not just tolerated,,but are respected and loved. While
t

_
, 1. .

disrupti4 and defiant behaviors are unacceptable in the class-

room, the message that the teacher conveys to the behaviorallky

,=disordered student must be that he/she is acceptable, but the
-

behaviok is, unacceptable. The regular clgssroom teacher as a

_facilitator must, therefore, possess sufficient knowledge of

the diversitie ,that students have and develop strategies to

work out Satisfactory accommodations to probfems or conflicts that
.

otherwise Might' threaten-the development and maintenance of a

healthy classroom -climate.

14
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Student-Student Intekaetion

Because the teacher serves as a model,_the--attitudes and

expectations that the classroom teacher has of the minority

handicapped child are most= often adopted by other students within

the classroom setting. If a teacher displays negative attitudes

and behavior toward handicapped minority students, nonhandicapped

studentslwill imitate the teacher'.s attitude', and behavior.

Conversely, IT the teacher accepts each student as a unique and

valued individual, this positive attitude may be adopted by

nearly all students.

Gearheart and Weishahn (1980) haye observed that handicapped

studeer(including the hearing impaired, visually impaired, and

physically disabled) are often treated differently by,teachers

and other students within the regular classroom. Research

suggests that the teacher's attitude toward, interaction with,

and sensitivity to persons with handicapping conditions who are

culturally different also affect student-student interaction. in

the classrooi. Thus, teachers must recognize the influence they

have on a student's gcceptalke and social status within the'

classroom. This fact is critical for handicapped and minority
(

children whose differences in'tkincolor, cultural constructs, -

.

ig
cognitive and physical functioning, and overall appearance clearly

q
rra

%set them apa t from white middle class nonhandicapped
students.

In addition, he society in generalias unfavorable attitudes,

toward and misconceptions about minorities and handicapped per-
O

sons that many white middle class students acquire because they

are so thoroughly socialized.

.

-o



There are a number of ways in which teachers may examine-
.

the interaction of students in their classropm. One technique

is to gather social preference data from students to determine

the degree of acceptance or rejection of partimLar children.

The Pupil-Pupil InteractionPreferenCe Form (Gearheart and

Weishihn, 1980)4is one such sociometric approach. [Put on

transparency., TP-3) Each student is asked to complete sentences

that indicate preferences! for working with other students.

(The teacher may need to write the students' names on the board

to correspond with' the seating arrangement in the classroom.),

This Pupil-Pupil Interaction Preference Form asks, the student to

complete four sentences with his/her first, second, and third

choice.,

would like to sit next to:



would like to pork with:

3..

The tabulation of choices and t4 assignment of sociometric,

status reveal the number oftutual choices, the degree of

acceptance of handicapped minorit students, and the categories

whether academic or sficial, in which handicapped students were

- chosen-if chosen at-all: From this sociometric data, the

regulat classroom teacher can determine if there is a need to

develop and use strategies to increase the interaction between'.,

handicapped minority students and nonhandicapped students.

The teacher may, utilize some of the following strategies
-

.

to promote positive interaction between han icapped minority

students and their nonhandidappek,pears:

1) establish a bUddy.System whereby students work
together for a specified, time, for example, a
markingiperiod; two months;

/
2) hold r:* sessions to bring certain students together;
3) form committees by. counting off in sets of three so

that all ones are a committee and all threes are a di
committee; .

4) assign' leadership status to a low status child. ,

Although the above strategies may bring nonhandicapped and
,

1

handicapped students together andiare designed ko promote social

aceeptanCe of handicapped minbrityestudents, the teacher as.a



.model will have-the greatest_impact on student-student inter-

action. This interaction can be positive if the teacher's

behavior and attitude indicate that the handicaPped minority

student is liked and respected and belongs in the mainstreamed

dlassroom.

CON*CLUSION

The evidence of adverse self- fulfilling prolihecies, racism,

and the caste system in the public school system clearly in-

dicates the existence of a'learning climate that is not conducive

- to the intellectual and emotional growth of Black and. other
0

minority group children. Nevertheless, the education process

must not fail these children. Teachers of Bladk and other

minority group handicapped students shou?d strive to create a

healthy classrodm climate. Such a climate.is one tilat encourages

and supports the growth rind development of every student's

1) sense'of personal worth and accomplishment; 2) self-concept;

3) feeling of belonging; and 4) cognitive skills. The importance

of a healthy, classroom climate is expressed in the following:

ft
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16 a chi td tive4Awith citsuici4m, he teatn4 to condemn. -

16 a child tive4 with ho4tit.f.ty, he teatn4 to ight.

16=a child tive4 with dean, he teatn4 to be apptehen4ive.

16 a chitd .ave4 with jeitou4y, he !Uvula to feet guitty.

lea ch.LLd tive4 with totekance, he tea/cn4 to be patient.

II a' chitd tive4 with encounagement,,he. teann4 tb be

con6ident.

16 a'dhitd tive4 with pngi4e, he tektn4 to be appxeciative.

16 a- child tive4 with acceptance, he ieatn4 to .Cove.

,
16 a chitd tive4 with applcovat, he, teatn4 to tike

,

16 a child tive4 with honesty, he teatn4 what ttuth i4.

16 a chitd t2ye4 with 6aitne44i, he teatn4 justice.
. 1

I

.

16 a ch4d tive4 with 4mi/city; he_teatn4 to have faith in

himiit6 and tho4e about him.

16 a ckUd tie4 with Wendtine44, he tedAn4 that the

woad £4 a nice ptace ringni which to Live...

With what £4 you/ chitd Living?

(Anonymous')

- 19 -
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Behavioral Objective

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN - CLASS II

41 Enabling Activity

Teacher Educator

.1) The student will be able.to
discuss specific adaptations
relative to physical en-
vironment, materials, anti
teachingzstrategfes that
teachers need to make to pro-
vid a learning climate
con uc V't-o--the-social and
intellectual groWth of
handicapped minority stu-
dents.

,Lecture II

O

Student. Materials

1

Lecture II

'Handout II-1

Handolit TI-2

Handout 11-3

Lecture II: Methods and
Materials in the Main-. -

streamed Classroom.

Handout II-1: Teaching
Academic Skills in the
Mainstreamed Classroom.

Handout 11-2: Availability,
Usability, and Desirability
of InitructionalMateriils
and Media for Minoriffffitid17-
capped Students:

Handout 11-3: TeaCher,
Environment, Learner
':Characteristics.

4'3



Enabling Activity

.Teacher'Educator Student
Materials

Visit at least one HO'IT-4: Assessment of
mainstreaded.craSs Classroom Learning
room and evaluate Environment Scale.
the, learning en-1
vironment using
the Assessment
of Classroom Learn
ing'Environment
Scale. Discuss
the various
adaptations that

N

were or were not
present in the
classroom.



HANDOUTS, TRANSPARENCIES (APPENDIX)

HO iI-1 Availability, Usability, and Desirabilit, of
Instructional Materials and Media for

-Minority Handicapped Students

HO II -2 Teacher, Environment, and Learner Character:
isticS
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LECTURE I

.

HANDICAPPED MINORITY STUDENTS:- MATERIAL, ti

ENVRONMENTAL-, AND INSTRUCTIONAL NEEDS

6



14terpersonal relationships between the teacher and the

- handicapped minority student and among students themselves are

very' important; however, interaction between handicapped,

minority students and the environment and the materials they

use are quite important too. Thus, the teacher may have to

adapt and find new materials, modify the phAical enviro

and use regularly a variety of teaching/learning .strategies if
,

he/she is to provide Ito each handiclpped child the appropriate

education that PAr4-94-142 mandates.

ting a wholesome, emotional climate is important in

g the classroom environment.- Teachers can provide a

setii g where, students are expected to interact, shard, and

help each other and where no child is'made to feel insecure,

alienated or inferior. Messages concerning who they are, what

they might be, and how others perceive perSons like themselves
=

are often presented to students in subtle ways. Therefore,

learning centers, bulletin boards, and instructional materials

should portray women, minorities,'and handicapped peoPle in a

n mber of situations and lifestyles o that all students can fe01,

11
acct%ted and valued for who they are ossete; 1979).

fi
he function of the learning climate should be to assist/

/
the teacher in instruction and to facilitate stddent learning.

This principle applieS to all pupils including the haAdicapped

minority child in the regular classroom. The key to,manaiing

any classroom\ with twenty-five or more students of di1 ffering
=

I

abilities is organization. Mainstreaming a-handicapped minority

- 25 -



child into the regular classroom does not change the basic nature

of the task; it just adds another dimension td it. The materials,

the'environment, the time and space arrangement, and the.teaching

stratties used in the classroom should reflect the cognitive

and affective needs of the handicapped minority stu4dents
1

in the.,

class

Student - Matttiat Intetac4on

Selection of instructional materials is a part of the ,

process of individualizing instruction for students. Materials

should be matched to the student's instructional needs, Studies

support the idea that minority and handicapped students often

have unique learning styles that require specifically developed

curricula and alternative modes of presentation (Bland, 1979).

Teachers should be aware of a student's strengths and weaknesses

in addition to ethnic/racial characteristics when determining..

Appropriate materials Olossett, 1979).

Instructional materials can focus-on a variety of input/

output modalities; therefoye, the teacher should identify a

student's strongest input/output modality and select materials

that utilize that modality. Most students have a preferred

modality, usually visual or auditory, that is their optimum

modality for learning. Some students require or prefer material

presented -,through the visual modality.' For these students,-

verbal discussions should be accompanied by visual requirements.

--26
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:

Au4itory learners may require mechanized audio, materials

.or presentations cUrected by thetteicher. On the other

hand; some student's may require a multisensory approach which

utilizes materials that,provide tactilerkinesthetic feedback in
-

addition to auditory and visual inioriation. Handicapping

such as learning disabilities-or pAysical, visual, andditioni,

heiring impairments may greatly affect a specific mOdalitifor

acquiring information. &For -these students, .it is critical for

.instructional materi and aids to utilize the strongest

learning modality (Anderson, 197.9). Specific, informatiofi per-

tailing to instructional materials and aids for different

handicapping conditions is included in the module.

Valuing the Diveuity og ginortity,Handieapped Siudent4

4MMEMMEMIII

._ i, i

Motivation is another tactor that teachers should consider

when selecting instructional. materials. Materials that appeal

to students have a greater likelihood of capturing the students'

attention so that the uther instructional attributes of the ,

material can exert their effect. Determining the motivational

appeal*of materials requires a knowledge of'the general tastes

and interests of students of particular ages, and backgrounds.

The gr#ater,the teacher's knowledge of a student's ethnic/

racial culture, the greater the likelihood that appropriately

selected instructional material mill appeal to that' student,

(Anderson,_ 1979). Media/materials designed for use wifh minori

27 -
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handicappOd stpdents are available, a.,though not plentiful. The
,

teacher's selection of such materials will ensure that minority

handicapped stucients will haye materials adapted to their needs
i

.riather'thah the students having to adapt 'to the materials.

.
'Student - Envieonment Intetaction

\

Eavironment,isthought of as all the conditions and cir,7- v,it,

, l'ill' i\,_. 'I Il . I
,,,,,,,.,

-of.'

N,!t>' ,,v;

cuistances14hich :affect the development of an individual. The -, ) 1

,-,1:t

only
,

,),. i ,

,

!schOolis ly one,Of many situalions that make up a child's_

total
. # 1 { ' ' . .

o

,
ehyironment.- Although teachers have, no control over many

.i _,-,J.iiii
f

,1'

factors that may affect, a student, they, shape the school,
.

I:TI :9' ,:, :I I
tI. , ,,.

.

se#ing!'and shoUld try to create an environment-that promotes
,.

..., ,

,:;
i , ,

,

ipositiye,feelingiof aCcomplishment, self-concept, and affiliation
:

3",

I ,.1 -
through the studentit,interactions within the classroom setting

....
.

(Koleinik!, 1970).

I

. .

-. .f,
,,

The school environment includes a variety of factors which
.

,
, ,

.

influence a student'S interaction within that setting. Factors -
, z

-its, i

such as the space and facility arrangements, teaching-learning
. -

setting and the social environment all influence the ease in

which ,minority and/or handicapped students are accommodated in the
3 "

1

, 1

iclass setting. Reynolds (1977) provides a scale that details

the optimum space.and facility accommodations for students with

physidal impairmenis. ,These acCommodations inclUde:

entry and accessibiiity,for all students

carpeted floors.and/or treatment for sound control

o, Storage space for crutches and/or defices such as
E,CaneS and walkers

- 28-
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partitions for small groups

amplification devices

*.

.

In addition, the instructional space should be divided into

several areas or learking centers that provide space for students

tic; locate themselves in a variety of ways and to utilize materials.

Time and Space kaangement

*Room arrangement and'theeffective.use of time *d space

are assets to thetsuccessful implementation of a program whicl?

,'focuses on the individual h.eds of a heterogeneous group of

students. Traditional scheduling methods in which the day is

divided into spetific time periods for different subjects may

not be the best meth6As special needs students. ,Flexible

-schqduling which .involves structuring regular routines that are

familiar to the student in flexible time periods offers greater

opportunities for individualization of inStruction. In addition,

flexible scheduling allows students the opportunity to work at

their Own pace and also provide opportunitiessfor the teacher to
7 7

'wqrk with small groups and/or individual students.

RoOl'arrangement is also an important aspect of a flexible

initructional program. The physical arrangement qf the room can

significantly influence a teacher's ability to implement

individualized education programs which are advocated in p.L.

94-142.. Providing space. for learning centers, small grollps., and

individUaI learning stations (carrels) is very important.

Specific space adaptations may be required depending on the nature

- 29 -
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of students' handicapping conditions. Some students, particularly

the visually impaired and physically disabled, have accessibility

and mobility needs that may require specific adaptations.

An attractive room arrangement with learning centers can

oft0n motivate the special needs student to improve his/her

fr skills. Attractively appointed learning areas with materials that

appeal' to minority students may include a reading kills-center,

listening stations, a media center, individual study carrels, and

writing, mathematics, and science centers. In each of these

'centers, materials such as paper, pencils, books, tapes, and

filmttrips should be labeled and organized so that they are

readily accessible to handicapped students.

j,
rolom that is organized into.learning centers will require

the regular educator-to plan and structure each area with regard

for the academic levels, cultural constructs, and handicapping

conditions of his/her students. Care should be taken to avoid

t
. placing the centers where the elements, (for example, sunlight)

!would cause discomfort or dipactions.

The regular educator should arrange the room so that there

are large open areas for passage. This will enable handicapped
s

children and the' eacher to move freely and asily from group-to-
, I

group and station-to-station.
I

It is possible for handicapped students to work individually

or in groups with other handicapped students within the mainstreamed

isettings,. However, giqmpings and scheduling should be effected.

1

- 30 -
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I

to avoid the segregation of handicapped minority students from

nonhandicipped white middle class students. Thus, the teacher

will need to develop schedules that permit handicapped minority

students and nonhandicapped students to work together at various

activities in the classroom.

The use -of learning centers and flexible room arrangement

can be a boon to both the handicapped student and the regular

teacher if the teacher plans the centers with the interest and

abilities of the student in, mind. In addition, the teacher must

have in place a behavior management system that works effectively

with,all students in, the classroom. (Behaviof management will

be discussed'in Lecture III:)

Lange -group In4titueion

There are times, in most classrooms when large group

instruction is appropriate. Some such occasions are as ollows:

showing a film

listening to a guest speaker

dramatizing a story/play

.discussing a field trip

demonstrating safety rules

giving a directed learning activity in any subject
in a way appropriate to the mix of students in

1 the class .

- 31 -
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In using large group instruction as a,teachini, modality, the

teacher should exhibit behaviors that she/he wishes students to

acquire. He/she should teach in a way that includes handicapped

children in a positive way. They may be asked to help the

teacher by assisting in a-demonstration, checking the papers 'of

other studentS,.and running the filmstrip projector or cassette

player. Handicapped minority studepts should not be clustered

together and set apart from nonhandicapped students.

Large group instruction provides the teacher with a vehicle

for verbal and nonverbal feedback. She/he can survey the class

and determine the extent to which the students in the class

appear 'to be/feel a part of the whole class. .Also large group

instruction will indicate the-commonality of interests, strengths,

and weaknesses that may occur among students. For example, if

many students have something to say on a specific topic, that

'topic can be explored firther in other teaching/learning modalities.

All large group participants should be able to understand ,

directions and read any printed materials which may be utilized.

(If, however, it appeais that some students do not know the

vocabulary used, teach-the vocabulary.)

The teacher should try to use techniques based upon,

eliciting or requesting responses from the entire group as a

means of keeping the interest and involverient of every child.

Bakley (1979) suggests that the teacher:

have students make "yes and no" cards and then,
ask the students to raise'the "yes" card or "no"
card in response.

- 32 -
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This method can be used to diagnose the effectiveness of the

instruction and to see which children will need rein-fOrcement.

Lowenbaun and Affleck (1976) have identified guidelines for

directed learning activities. They are as follows:

1) Focus on skills at the level of initl[al acquisitioni

2) Peiovide instructional input on how to perform the skills.

a) Be sure the child is attentive.

b) Actively include the child in instruction.

c) Use visual stimuli in addition to verbal instruction.

d) Use consistent, simple vocabularly.

e) Present infdTmation,.in a logical, organized fashion.

f) Demonstrate the desired behavior.

3) Pro1vide supervised practice of the new skills.

a) Provide prompts or partial prompts when needed.

b) Provide physical guidance when needed and
appropriate.

c) Fade out use of cues and prompts.

d) Provide corrective feedback on 'performance.

The regular teacher cane provide individualized follow-up

acti-viti4 that reflect t1e content of the large group activity

and at the same time reflect the student's academic functioning.

Smatt-pAcup InAttuetion

Small group instruction is especially beneficial VI the

mainstreamed handicapped child in the areas of both psychosocial (e.

g. for example, Self esteem) and cognitive functioning since activ-

ities provide the opportunity to meet individual needs and
rn
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thereby increase, the child's opportunity for success. The

following are small group instructional models: (a) ability

grouping, (b) skills grouping, and (c) pupil teams.'

Ability grouping is the most commonly used strategy for

reading and.math instruction. This technique allows the'teather

to gear the instruction and materials to specific levels/and thus,

meet the needs of 'clusters of children within the classroom.
/

There are limitationsrelated to the use of this approch, however,
4

since even with the division of pupils into smaller g oups there

remain within the smaller groups considerable variat bns in

'student'abilities. Another drawback of ability grou ing is that

it negativily affects the self concepts of those pupils in the

lowest functioning group or groups. (The teacher 4an offset

some negative effects of low ability group memberl'hip by providing

opportunities for these group members to interact/on an equal
.

basis with high ability students on projects re4ted to the

specific,skill area). In addition, the teacher's tone and

demeanor with this group impacts_the way other students regard

1

the grobp.

Skill groups are formed based on t 'he skill development

needs of specific children. For example, in the area of reading,

groups might be based on vocabulary building needs or word attach

skill needs. Skill groups niay also be formed for work in'using

the dictionary, identifying prefixes, and other tasks. Because

in this instance the specific skill is being considered, this

- 34 -



arrangement accommodates the varying needs of children, and

therefore, does not call as much attention to differing functioning

levels. Thus, this type of grouping is conducive for the__

integration of handicapped minority students and other students

in the class.

Common interest grouping provides a good basis for small,

group instruction and the use of materials of differing levels.

The handicapped minority student may be given a task, within the

group relative to his functioning level, Interest groups may

also be formed in relationship, to social studies and science pro-

jects or with regard to holiday activities in which the class may

be participating. IntereS't grouping-provides an opportunity for

the handicapped minority student to individualize and particu-

larize his/her interest without rigid conformance to a standard.
o

Pupil teams are an excellent deice for review and re-
,

'inforcement of concepts and information to which students have

already been exposed. The teacher can assign handicapped minority

sludent's and nonhandicapped students to work as a team on specific

reading tasks such as phonics games and word hunts in the dictionary

, or for games such as math bingo. Team.work and participation by

all members should be emphasized.

Individuittiz Lon

Individualized instruction provides the teacher with the

opportunity of meeting the specific individual needs of each

student in the classroom. In an individualized reading program,

- 35 -
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for example, the pupils may be guided toward selecting reading

materials geared to their own levels and to their specific areas

of interest. In utilizing this approach, the teacher periodically

checks the student's progress through conferences and guides the .

students in the selection of further reading materials. Students

can also_be taught to check their own work.

The use of equipment such as cassette players, and the use of

programmed instruction, record players, and filmstrip projectors

are excellent for the implementation and support of an individualized

instruct-lanai program. Most pf these items may be used with

headphones so as not to disrupt other activities which may be

taking place within the classroom at the same time. Because

individualized reading requires a great deal of self-direction

and independ nt working ability, the mainstreamed student may,

have more difficulty fiiting into this ,type program than the

nonhandicapped student. Thus, the use of individualized reading

instruction with handicapped students may require the teacher to

circulate around the room and monitor the students on a daily

basis'so that they may be assisted as the need-,arises. This

practice is necessary because some handicapped minority students

whose frustration levels-are low and who have experienced failure

may just sit and daitdle instead of asking for help when they

need it.
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With the help of support personnel and acquired competence

in arranging time and space, selecting material, and meeting the

environmental and instructional needs of handicapped minority

:students, the regular teacher can provide an appropriate educatioi

to students. Moreover, the provision of an environmeht in which
-

the handicapped minority student grows socially and academically

is one in which the interrelationship of the teacher, the en-

vironment, and the learner is harmsopious.

The following chart. shows desired characteristics of the

teachers, environment, and learner.

TEACHER

1.' Makes the subject
matter relevant to
the\learnr.

2. Perceikres children
and'environment as
nonthreatening to
self.'

3. Creates an envir-
onment which en-
courages the
learner to be active
and doing, in the_
teaching-learning
process.

ENVIRONMENT

Subject matter is
relevant to the
learner.,

Is nonthreatening to
the learnier.

Entpurages learner to
be active and doing.

LEARNER

Perceives subject
matterlis'relevant
to him.

Perceives teacher en-
vironment, and peers
as nonthieatening to
his self.

Is active and doing
in the teaching-

' learning process.

4. Is honest and open. Conducive to honest Is honest and open.
and open interaction.

Encourages intellect- Interacts within the
ual and feeling levels. teaching-learning pro-

cess both at the in-

5. Interacts within
the teaching-
learning process
both at the in-
tellectual and
feeling levels.
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tellectual and feeling
levels.
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TEACHER.

6. Feels accepted, in-
_volved, Comfortable,
respected, and competent
within the teaching-

. learning process.

7. -Enters into positive
_ and coopetaiviCke-,

lationships with child-

ENVIRONMENT LEARNER

Promotes acceptance. Feels accepted,
involved, com-
fortable, respected,
and competent with-
in the teaching,-
learning process.

Encourages coopera-
positive re-

lationships.
ren.

8. Evaluates himself and
his.own work.

9. Is accepting and trust-
. ing of children.

',I). Is sensiti;ely.tinder-
standing of children.

-11. Is flexible.

12. Plans Activities with
children.

.13. Accepts his own limit-
ations,

Encourages self-
evaluation.

.

Creates atmosphere of
trust. ,

-; ------..

1; :l

..

.Encourages sensitive
understanding.

Promotes flexibility.

Encourages"ganning of,
activities wit childz-
ren and teache .

Enters into posi-
tive cooperative
relationships
with teacher and
peers.

Evaluates him-
self andihis work.

Spinasola, C. Application of the diagnostic teaching model to
social/ emotional development. In Ward, M.E., Cartwright, G.P.,
Cartwright, C. A., Campbell, J., and Spinazola, C. Diagnostic
teaching of preschool and primary children. University
Park: The Computer Assisted Instruction Laboratory, College
of Education, Pennsylvania State University, 1973, 392-93.
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University Park:- The'Computer Assisted Instruction Lab=;
oratory, College of Education, Pennsylvania State University,
1973,
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Instructor:

1

RESOURCES1= CLASS II

Anderson,R., let al., (Eds.) Individualizing educational
materials for special children in the mainstream.
Baltimore: University Park Press, 1979.

,

Graubard, P., 4 Rosenberg, H., Programs that can make a
difference. From Classroomb that work: prescriptions for
change.1 New York: E. P. Dutton and,Co., 1974.

Student:

Charles, C. M., Individualizing instruction. St. Louis:
C. V.'Mosby Corp., 11.80.

'Fun and games with reading, math, lanjuage and brainstorming:
New concepts of learning centers. Ocala, FL: Florida
Learnihg Resources-System/Springs Assn., 1978.

*

Media:

Creatin EducationalAlternatives, Filmstrip. Austin, TX:
ucation ervice enter, egion XIII (6504 Tracor, La.,
'stin; 78721.
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BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
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ioral Objective

Y,The student will be'abl
to describe the three
-levels,on,Which be7,
havidr management .

-Systems csn'be struc-
tured.

I

2) ,The ,student will be abl
. 465 list three types ofl,
.',.behirrior problems that,

special needs child"ren
may demonstrate...

INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN - CLASS III

I Enabling Activity

Teacher EducAion

A) LeCtiire II/

Student

Lecture III

Filmstrip

41DIScussion*
Questions

Filmstrip

Discussion
,Questions

Materials

1) Lecture III: -

Managing Behavior Problems
in the Regular'Clasi .

2) Filmstrip: 'Handling Behavioral
Problems (Teaching Resource'.
Series - Approaches to Main-
streaming - Unit I)

4h1) The student will be abl
1 to give two alternative

strategies for handling
each of 'the types of be
haylor problems .exhibi-

'ed
by special needs

students.,

"

E

.41

Filmstrip

Discussion
Questions

Filmstrip 31 Filmitrip: Handling Behavioral
Problems

Discussion Questions

. Working in small discussion grOups, have each piTticipant give examples of-behavior of particular

Children.in his /her class that indicate that they have "special needs." Ask the participants.

to see if the other me#abers of the group agree based oh their teaching experiences

' 2. Ask 'the .participantsto.think about a learning experience that was, rustrating for them; such as

71earning handwriting or a foreign l'anguage or learning.to knit, ski, swim, play tennis, or drive.
What were their'feelings? What specific elemenits gave them difficulty? What was the outcome? Did,
they' -learn the, task,evemeually? If not, why not? How du they think' 'they could have been helped. '

How often do they do this activity? Do they'do it well? Do they enjoy it? Then have them contrast
this with a successful learning experience. chat were their' feelings? What aspects of the

situation helped them learn?

Cs
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OPTIONAL4NSTRUCTIONAL PLAN - LECTURE In
',mammas..tmem.

Enabling Activity

Behavioral Objective Teacher Educator Student

I

Materials

i

1

i

1) Write a one-page
report describing
how he/she would
preventrmisbe- .

havior in his/her
classroom.

2) Interview a teach-
er who works with
special, needs
children. Have him/
her talk .about tie
types of behavior
problems that he/
she most frequently

. encounters.

,.

4

) Select and review
a 'recently pub-
lished article that
discusdes strate-
gies for handling
behavior problems
exhibited by
special needs stu-
dents.



i

\

MANAGING BEHAVIOR IN THE
REGULAR CLASS

1

NI

I

1

j
LECTURE III

1

I



I.

Classrooms that nuture growth and achievement'require that

some system of behavior management be in effect which promotes

individual'growth for all students in the class. Classroom be-

havior is considered unacceptable if the teacher, principal, arid/

or school define it as 'deviant. Thus, a student's failure to'

conform to established and exprcted requirements is regarded as

misbehavior and can include p wide variety of behaviors, from

chewing gum to hitting anotOr student.

Managing the behavior of exceptional students is an area of

great concern for many re1 gulaN teacherg. ThCoften fear the

destructive behavior that may be.characteristic of students with .

-learning or emotional problems (Fagan and Hill, 1977). Nonethe-

less, there are a number of reasons why students might misbehave.

Kolesvik (197p) cites several of them:-

, attempts to satisfy personallor social needs

the teacher and classroom conditions

home, social, and .cultural conditions

Teachers who understand that there are reasons for a student's

misbehavior may be more receptive to student differences while

still maintaining effective discipline in their classrooms

(Kolesnik, 1970).

Teacher attitudes and prejudices play a significant role,in

his/her perception of inappropriate behavior exhibited by a

student. Documentation exists which indicates that white teacheTs

make significant distinctions between white and Black students

when rating their behavior. Minority students, particularly

- 43 -



male minority students, may often engage in behavior that is

unfavorably'perceived by teachers.

Meyen (1978) addresses the fact that many minority group

children are socialized differently and have different frames

of reference from Anglo-Saxon children. Therefore, minority

children come to the School learning environment with skills

and competencies which are not always recognized or utilized

effectively within the classroom setting. Many minority children

are independent, assertive, and self-reliant. Teachers often

-interpret these characteristics ai..aggressive, hostile, or

belligerent., Meyen feels that schools often fail minority child-
.

ren, Since educators do not always respond to the needs,

competencies, and strengths of suchchildren.

Discipline in the classroom isnecessary.for both academic
4

achievement and personal/social development. The way- that classes

conducted markedly influences the capacity t4 accommodate

Iiiidren who have special needs. Handidapped\ minority children

entering the'class will require classroom settings structured to

6hance t eir'academic and Social growth. For these students;

,effective classroom control and the effective management of

behavior by educators can be achieved by well-structured planning.

fell- structured planning includes the use of behavior

management systems. Behavior management systems that regular

teachers, can use effectively with handicapped minority students

can be structured on three levels:

- 44 -
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1) Prevention--which requires planning and structuring
so that a minimum of teacher intervention is
necessary;

2) coping--which requires teachers to teach students
that frustration is something everyone experiences
tnd that there are ways to deal with it

3) Direct Intervention or Corrective Measures -- ay
be required even in the most carefully stru tured
classroom wheii coping strategies are taug t
(Fagen and Hill, 1977).

Skill in observing and objectively describing student'beharior

will faCilitate the successful implementation of any behavior

management program. Teachers must avoid placing value judgments

on observed behavior and recognize that behavior does not

)

occur in a vacuum (Dent, 1976)'. The observed behavior is in-
.

fluenced by variables such as the handicapping condition, teacher

and nonhandicapped student attitudes, and cultural constructs.

By using such behavior management strategies as prevention,

coping, intervention, and those (discussed in the filmttrip

Handling Behavior!. Probiem4, re.,ar edutatort will be able to

provide, an environment that,encourages the positive'growth of
)

all students.

[Show the filmstrip, Hafitteing Behavior!. Pnobiew. Discussion

questions are provided as a followup activity after viewing the

filmstrip.]

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Working in small discussion groups, ha
t
e 'each par-

ticipant give examples of behavior of articular
children in his or her class that indicate that they
have "special needs." Ask them to see if the other'
members of the group agree based on their teaching '

Iexperience.

.
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2. Ask the participants to think about a learning
experience that was frustrating for them,.tuch
as learning handwriting or a foreign language,

oor learning to knit, ski, swim, play tennis, or
drive. What were their feelings? What specific
elements gave them difficulty? What was the out-
come? .Did they learn the task eventually? If not,

why not? How do they think they could have been
hellped? How often do they do this activity? Do
they do it well? Do they enjoy;it? Then have them
contrast this-with a successful learning experience.
What were their feelings? What aspects of the
situation helped them learn?

,a

p

ti
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NAME i DATE

PROFESSOR

STRUCTURING THE LEARNING CLIMATE FOR
MINORITY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

POST - ASSESSMENT

DIRECTIONS: For each numbered item there is a lettered set
of alternative answers or completions. Select
the aEST ONE for each item. Circle your response.

Which ONE of the following behavioral problems is
NOT exhibited by special needs students?

a) distractibility c) ability level
b) hyperactivity ,d) short attention span

Which ONE of the following factors DOES NOT contribute

to a student's sense of security and development of
a positive self-concept?. The teacher's:

1

a) refraining from diminishing the student's status
in the presence of; peers.

b) interacting witli the studerit in a manner that

exhibits respect.

c) allowing nonhandicapped students to sit apart-
from handicappe'd students. .

d) saving students from extremes of humiliation.

DIRECTIONS: For each numbered item,., supply the correct response.

3) The levels on whichlbehavior management systems can be

structured are: .

W , , b))
. 1 -----

and c)

- 47 -
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-ESSAY

4) Strategies to promote positive interaction between
handicapped minority students and nonhandicapped
students bre:

a) , b)

and c)
O

Three alternative behavioral strategies that could be
used with a distractable child are:

a) , b)

and c)

6) Discuss how teacher attitudes affect student-student
interaction/in the classrooms.

//'
7) Discuss specific adaptations relative to physical en-

vironmenit, materials, and teaching' strategies that
teacher % need to make to provide a learning climate'
conducive to the social and intellectual growth of .

handiCapped minority students-.
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RESOURCES. --CLASS III-.

Teacher Educator:

Becker, W. C., Application of behavior principles in.typical
classrooms. In C. E. Thorenson (Ed.), Behavior/modification
ini education. Chicago: University of Chicago/Press41972.

Calvin, J. P., Behavioral strategies for classroom management.
Columbus, OH: Charles Merrill, 1974.

Overman, G., 4 Bagle, C.; Race and education across cultures.
Stanford, CT: Greylock Publishers, T975..

Student:

tr

. .

Cheyney, A.,. Teaching children of different cultures in the

classroom: A lan uage approach. (2nd Ed.) Columbus, OH:
Caries Merri u fishing Co., 1978:

Meyers, H., Mental health and the blac: ;hild: The manufacture
of incompetence. Young Children, 1979, 34, 25-31.

Parks, A. L.-, Behavior disorders: Helping children with
behavioral pro enis. Austin, TX: Learning Concepts, 1976.

A

Observations of Behavior I

Three- quarters color video cassette
Maryland State Department of Education, Division of

Instructional television

The Exceptional Learner in the Regular Classroom: it filmstrip
series for classroom teachers. Santa Monica Unified School
District. No. 5 - The-Positive Classroom Environment.

Six' Motivation Filmstrips

National Education Association, 1978 .

Film #5, Classroom Climate and Student Motivation
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-;'MED1A

Science kesearch-Associatesc

Interaction in the Multi-cultural Classroom Film Series
(16MM).

OVERVIEW,

AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR

WITHDRAWAL BEHAVIOR

,COOPERATING BEHAVIOK!

RECIPROCAT1NG,BEHAVIOR:

SUPPORTING BEHAVIOR

CLOSING BEHAVIOR
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Mainstreaming
and the Minority.Child:

. '! .An Overview of
Issuet and' a Perspective*

Reginald L. Jones and Frank 8. Mason, Jr.

Aftetyears Ofuncertainty therecuirendyellsts widespread Interest
lithe minority group eh ildin special edUcation school settings. Several
recent events hav'e amtributed to this new level of Interest in such
children. At least One such event is political; others are'protessional.
The political climate hrthe middle to !de 1960's supported self
definition on a number of sociocultural fronts end made it possible for
hithertotore silent minorities to dare to vocalize their dissatisfaCtion
with the social, politieal, economic and educational Institutions of this,
Country. SuCh feeling i came into stark conflict with the popularly

finviews about\ minority individuals.' Molt suppressed groups
fin au esociety gained a measure of confidence and a new sense dining,
'and In so doing sought ti cast off all vestiges ofoppressioi, whether in

.' the schools, In the work place, or In the larger 'society.
On the professional front, changei were taking place in the nature

of conceptualizations aboUt mildly handicapped children. Formulations
trhkh likined the nature school learning problems to disease, gs in
the medkal sense, were\ rejected. in Its place were substituted
ioneeptuslizations which emphasized the learned nature of problems
auociattd with most sabot AfficUltit.:. Moreover, the fact that
Influences outside the Mali Iduld conceivably could exacerbate If not
actually Havre the piobl sof concernrcre also highlighted. Thus
inhpprOpriate testi, poorly 'fled teachers, an'Irrelevant curriculum.
and a-felting to upderstaid Into tion of cultUral differences and
learning problems could bk u h, to blame for the learning
probleMs" as the chatacteristks a "deficits" of the children them
saves, rho .typically were !skied emotionally 'disturbed, learning

Diteuieionin the priest vol4i Is limitedto American Indistk.black.
and hluican American children. though it Is hoped that the mntcrial
prewiiid herein wit generalize as well. to other racial minority groups
affected by mainstreaming.



disabled. eeedocalde mentally retarded, and educated In'selfenntained
stpadal dasses.

its the wake tithes. new concePtuanzations and as ti consequence
if the geneMI political and social climate referred to above, movement
toward the 060481(1ot mildly handicapped children In regular rather
than self eontained special classroom; settings (mains:reaming) has
become the order of the day: " ;1

The present volime has as its specific focus a treatment of
mainstreaming as it relates to the education ofminority group children.
The contents of its 16 chapters range from reasons for mainstreaming.
particularly as minority children are affected, to the evaluation of
mainstream programs. The perspectives of those affected by main- ,

streaming are also highlighted. Most attention, however, is given to
adjustments which need to be made In assessment and curriculum
practices V equality of educational opportunity for minority group
children is to be ensured.

. Mainstreaming: A Definition

In the most general sense, *Inure:ming refers to the process of
educating handicapped children in regular classrooms. The formal
definition of mainstreaming adopted for the present volume is the
following:

Mainstreaming Wei' to, the temporal, liarodlonal and sockl
integration of eligible amnionsl children with normal peen,
based am an tonguing individually determined eduestionatrlanning
and programming process and requires darn-oration of iesponstili-
iy among mutat and special education admInisimtive In 1suc.
dont and aupportive personnel, (Kaufman, Conk*, Asani, ,%
Rubies 1975)

In addition to the above, as suggested by MacMillan et (1976)
ese following elements art added:

1. The children being mainstreamed must be enrolled In a regular
class or program roster and spend half or more of their time with that
regular class or program.

2. The regular clasi teacher or teachers, regardless of any shired
responsibility with other professionals for progiaming for the child,
must be primarily if not delusively accountable for the child's
Potritss

3. No categorical labels or eltnifications can be applied to any
mainstreamed child; this Is so kir such formerly labeled but decertified
EMR or other once segregated children as well 610 for those never
previously labeled or segregated.

83.

1
4. Mainstreaming Is delimited to the educational service for

children with learning h andicaps where the handicaps are not so severs
as to preclude the identification for and placement with a regular class
or program. 3

There has been movement In the direction of mainstreaming for
more than a half comfy. Indeed, Reynolds (Note 2) In describing
developments leading to mainstreaming hascniled attention to retro.
sive inclusion as a construct which describes activity in this area. That
Is, from the late 19th century, during which handicapped children were
placed in residential Institutions, to the present era, all developments
have led progressively to the integration of handicapped children with
their peers. It should not be thought, however, that progressive
inclusion of handicapped children In mainstream satin:she:occurred
voluntarily. Far from it Minority group members. in recent years iat
least, have been deeply involved in pressing the case for mainstreaming
through legal action and through indirect means at load levels.

Minority Gioup Cone" ems

From the perspective of minority group members, self...contained
soccial classes were to be indicted on several counts, including but Sot
limited to beliefii (a). that minority group children were overrepre
seated in special classes, particularly forthe mentally retarded; (b) :hat,
assessment practices arc biased:(c) that Special education label's arc
stigmatizing; and (d) thatleachers hold negative;attitudes towards the
potential of 'minority group children. These views, reinfurecd by
profcsitional special educators In some instances, have served to
highlight for many minority parents and professionals the view that
InstItutkinallpd racism Is part and parcel oftilueatiOnal practice. .

Overrepresentation of minority group members in art contained
special doses. A primary concern has been the overrepresentation of
minority grog t» in self contained specialelauctpar.lcularly
those for the mentally retarded. In an Intensive study conducted in one
school district, for example, Mercer (1973) reported that the rate of
placement of black children In special classes was three times greater
than would be the caston the basis of their numbers in the population
at large. Malcaniancricat children were placcil at a :ate that was ftiur
times larger than %Willa be expected. The magniludc ofoverrepresenta
tinn by minority group children In Mercer's study sample may be
viewed somewhat differently by studying the absolute number of
children enrolled In special classes. Of 1268 Anglo children in the total
sample., only 23 (1.8 percent) were enrolled in special classes for EMR
children. On the other hand, 16 of 124 (12.9 percent) black children

81
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1

viere'enroied In dosses for EMR "children and 32 -(11.6 percent)
1 Mealean-American Children were enrolled In special dosses out of a

seltal of 172 in *trample. On the basis of thee* data, black childrenare
7 daises as and MatiemiAmerican children 10 times as likely as
Anglo children to be placed in special Glasses. . .

Recent comprehensive data for the .:acne. state (Simmons dC
''Srinagar, Note 3) reveakt4' that blacks. comprised 8.9 pettent:,of
students in California public ochoOls but constituted 25
percent of students enrolled In special classes for the edneable mentally
retarded (EMR). Spanish surname student; who represented 15.2
percent of the public school enrollees, constituted 23.0 of those in
special classes for BMWs. On *other hand, Anglosconstituted 72 A
paean of the total school population but only 50 percent of those in
classes for EMRs.

On the basis of actual data, then, allegations that minority group

have some basis in fact. A question Of some interol why this is so.

childrenateovprrepreseated in special duns for the ily retarded

Among the several- mportant factors 'tatobvif are plicatgel are
the types of rules and regulations ornwee up by school systems for
referral of children to special service; the type of consul tation given by
psychologists, and teacher ignorance of fae'ars that influence learning
amoteevarious social doss and ethnicgroup; In addition to the above,
there is general agreement that biased tests and*host of factors,releted
to assessment practices aretalib implicated.

Assesunentpricticez The belief is widely held that the dispropor-
donate numbers of minority group children in specialclasses is a result
of biased assessment practices. Dias Is thought to enter at three points:
(a) at the content kvel where decisions are first made about whattems

. to Include in a test, (b) at the level of standardization where decisions
are made shout the population for whom the test is appropriate, and (c)
at the point of validatia; where efforts am undertaken ta determine
whether or not tests accomplish what they have been designed to
accopplish. These issues end concerns arc treated comprehensively in
Part II of the present volume.. It will suffice to note here that concerns
about the adequacy of tests used in screening minority children for
special education placement have been an important Contributor to the
millstream int niovttnott.

Impel of Weis. The negative effect of Tarim labels on thn
minority child has also bait a source of concern. At issue is the belief,
that may special education labels are affect negatively
children's kV concepts, and doubly penalize minority imp children
veto already are discriminated against by*toddler racial or ethnic
identity and who now must endure g stigmatizing label as well. While

.

, :
to .

r.

I .

work of 'Rosenthal and Jacobson .01968) on the "self fulfilling
prophecy," the esentiii underlying notion that teacher expectations
about pupil performance can actually. influence that performance.
Given the methodological shortcoming of the study (Barber Al Save-4
1968a, 1968b; Thome; 1968) such inferences arc inappropriate.

-Data do exist, however, to support the view that teachers hold negative
attitudes toward minority children. In one study of teacher attitudes in
a large school district for example, Corwin and Schsnit (1970) found
that Alp to 70 percent of the- teachers in the lower SES schools
expressed the belief that theit, pupils' motive! ionwas low, a view *hide

"was soundly refuted by actual study of the school attitudes of pupils in
the district (lone; 1968). In interviewswith a national ling of

empirical flndinis bait not demon:trots:diem term effect' on achieve.
meat and adjustment, a body ofliterature has beenaccumulating on the
sawn experiencedby-children labeled retarded. In an early study, for
example, Jones (1972) asked black children about their reactions to
certain special education 'terms. According to, the children's pertep
tions, mentally retarded, lower class, culturally deprived, culturally
disadvantaged, and a slow learner are negative chaneteriesions. The
rerinses given above were from students enrolled in regular classes.
The extent to..whkit children report stigmatization as a function of
special 'class placement has been investigated -also. Study of the
responsesigivas by 79 mostly black high school students enrolled in
special classes for the educable mentally retarded in three midwestern
cities revealed that most respondents Indicated that the regular class
wss the preferred administrative arrangement (Jbacs, 1973).

Thus, although were is no proof of the long term damage to
individuals In special chases f,1 i function of being labeled mentally
retarded (MacMillan,) ones, Ind Aloia, 1974), there is considerable
evidence of the distaste and embamessment felt by children so labeled
and placed. This should be sufficient to justify the concern which has
been expressed by minority group members. Issues of labeling, and
classification have been treated comprehensively by Hobbs (1975) and
these volumes are recommended to persons wishing to explore these
topics. further.

;

Teacher attitudes and expectations. Even though never made
explicit, the belief exists that teacher attitudes play a large part in the
achievement of minority group children who are expected to aebieve
primly and consequently to require special educational placement. A
consequence of these atiltudes, it is reasoned, Is a disproportionate
numbe of minority children In self contained special classes for the
mentally retarded. Moat oftu cited in support of the hypothesis that
teacher attitudes and expectations influence studentachievement lithe. .



ienAms la when public schools, Harlon and Si. John(1966) resorted
thetthst knee the SES of the schools the wilier the proportion of
tan* who held favorable Opinions Ith Out the motivation of their

The above studies and others provide support for the view "that
tateber«eitndes tovnud minOritY'd ildrat are indeed negative in many
Mame: and, akmg *ids other "cialdM,msdpractkamay be a factor
M the dhpropertionate numbers of minority children placed in special
dosses since pupils whose motivations are thought to be low, or who
are thought to have a low aptitude for leamintprobablyare thought to
benefit from special rather than regular class ink:venom

Instkatland radon. A thread running throughoncernaexpressed
by minority group members Is that special education'praetices !cm to
highlight Institutional racism. Mason (1969) put the matter bluntly:
"The message is clean-special ethietion . suffers tykes obsolete,
racist conceptions or_ deviance and unjustifiable ways of cooling
children out ." (p, 259)"tow -a, special education peed -mdonot
Mond WOOL They are In the school- context, by a hest of
additional and related problans, Including (a) ability grouping which
stops short pf special education placeMent in Which minority group,
students are often placed in the lowest tracks, (b) racist teachersand
administrators, or those perceived 19 be so, (c) proportionately few
minalty welters-and administrators, (d).1 curriculum which mu to
g i v e a p p r o p r i a t e attention to die fitstory cuitUre of minoritygroups
and (e) a curriculum focus yeaAngki middle class values based on the
Protestant ethic.

10 the light of dui problem" enumerated above, kis highly unlikely
. that maiastreenting will solve illof thodifficul ties of minority children

In public Schoolsthine inappropriately placed In special classes or
those appeopristely placed in regular claws. Indeed, minorityparent;
have long held concerns about the mainstream and are justifiably
-nneented about mainstream programing. It is apparent that main.
stmarniag is -hot * panacea .1iir the .education of minority group
eh.idren, sine* regular coca* has yet to demonstrate adequate
capability for individualizing instruction even for maiority group
students who have been for many years its major clientele. Thera is
toed reason So believe, however, that as Issues related to inuPProPriale
assessment and placement ire resolved, and as myriad* are made
more appropriate for minority chilitren....nutinstrelunedand others...-
that the mainstream will provide a more suitable educational environ
ment for all children. .-,

Mk** group Aston* The belief that special class placement
.

was harmful so their oti at.hailed to a number, of hi/stilts by
87
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. miniiityparents. These actionswere designed to bring about changes
in special education practices. Among the several now well known
lawsuits initiated by parents are Hobson v. Hymen which involved
tracking in the Washington, D.C. public schools (black . plaintiffs),
piano v. The State Board of Education In Northern ColVontla which
concerned the Improper placement of a Mexican American child in
dosses for the mentally retarded on the buiaof inaccurate psychologi-
cal tests, andLarry P. v. Riles, a similar case invoicing blacks. These
cases, and others, are treated in Abele* chapterdn the present
volume, and are referred to here to Provide an early introduction to the
extent of minority:44mi concerns about special education prectices
and the actions which they have taken in response \to their concerns.

Mainstreaming and the Special Educator
Specki educator concerns. As early as 1962 Johnson ,.."1 called

attention to the questionable benefit:of special classes for the mentally
retarded. His cements honviler were basedon the lack of achievement.
of special class children despite the fact offluallerclass sire, * special
curriculum, and specially trained teachers. Johnson did not address the
fact e an overrepresentation of minority poop children in special
classes. It \remained for Dunn (196$), to a lelessk paper, to bring
together not only issues related teethe absence ofdemonstrable benefits
assochsted with "dr contained special classes, but alai the fact that
minority group children were overrepresented in such classes.

Dunn wrote as follows:

A better education thin special class placement Is needed for
,soeitteuhurally deprived children with mild learning problems who
have been landed educable mentally retarded.... The number of
0,elel day classes for the retarded has been increasing by leaps
and bounds. The olosi recent 196741 statistics compiled by the
us Office Education now indicate that there arc app,roxi.
moldy 32,000 teachers of the retarded employed by local school
systems over\onethird of special educaton.in the nation...in
my best judgment ;bout 6040 percent of the pupils taught by
time teachers arefnm low status backgrounds including Afio.

. . American, AmerIcartAndisns. Mexicans, and Puerto Rican Ameri.
can: those from noinandard English ipeakieg. broken. die
orpnitcd and Inadcquaie \homes; and children from other mom

, middle Class environments.\This expensive proliferation of self
contained special schools and cunues raises serious educational and
eivirrights Issues which must be squarely faced. it is my thesis that
we must stop labeling these *0%11 children as mentally re-
larded. Furthermore we must stop segregating them by pining
them imam,. allegedly special programs. (pp. 54).
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. Ilseptinn peptide's! the mead doubts above am:dolt:1a*

phitemeat bdd byininoelly,group parents and *dal educators, it was
Joliassa (M) who artievinttitt these concerns from minority
perspectivaJoIstion *rig

I am eitopalies that the edocadonal system has 'failed le hs
respoissIbilitice so link Americana What, then, about special
educed**. which has Nog bens *volved II educational endeavon
In loner cities? Its Slack diesels has been labeled delinquent and
retarded. helping the general educational eaterprisd * avoid
some of she resperaibility for its failure * adapt to Individual end
WWI" needs., IlasiestlY; this labeling process Imputes a lock of ..
abilhsy ore lack of values and behavior which are acceptable to the
whelk. Recensiphbdcation Is labeling has added such terms as .
teaming disability. dew Metter; learning and adjusunent problems. .sad conduct 'disorder* the more shopworn phrases such as
moistly retarded and eineelendly distvrikti The Nie of thumb for
Slack children is IQ below75010101101 pioldgmfor stupidity; SQ
above 75 *showier problem or crazy.

11is uses attempt at spun malstananeW Is the le grades of
&MA show Sticks may actually be poetically less intelligent and
them** less able to learn. ...Special education is implicated for It
itScheeffillP1 sexPled Aerie** dulcet no scrutiny of either .

thelaulty,emiception upon -whiels IQ is grOunded.or the *Jo.
Wheal swimming* of its snoods.

Special education has swipe* blithely initiating special elms.
111. wOrk.latdi programs. fIXOUlair0Ontio and other stigmatizing
innaviaiumi which biome :limn% Slack child fur the tailor/101hr

(p.244) : -
Repressions °tonna were not limited to black' s. In a 1970 paper.

hcAssodatioo of Mintican_Anutrican Educators (Moreno, Now 0'
That schooldistrIcts place/40W Americans In specie! classes

(for beds.** gifted aid the reiarded) at the awe proportion (or
percenkthm the school districts an placing majority children Is'
special doom .

Males* Mariam educators wet* sensitive-. to the potential
pet:ova:ha son of their proposal and therefore Included it section.
Old "problem areas." Too, mearpts from this section are the

new mamas wIllmann that It Is possible that some very
moody *child will be esehski from special education. We must
tementber Main are willing to take the thanes ;bat some children
fig be exchrkri beat the lweirolt.- but that the rig of a fro
ddldrat is far superior tbatiliviaswith a system that is tripiderkil 'ihontatitir gam Aildronarty.year.

1

.

I,

School diarlds may accuse Malan Americans of playing the
maws game. Yea, Is are playing the tietben game, because that
is the Mel of the day.1.4111dladelphia Plan, etC. (p 3)

There Is some evidence then; from several sources, that special
educators have not been Intensiti to problems of minority group
citiklreit In special' classes, and hi some Instances have written
penuadnly on the problems.°

Research on mainureaating. A final note concerns the need to give
attenlionto research and to ditiergent perspectives on the mainstream.
ing %Allen is general agreement that issues leading to the integration
of minority children into regulardauroomstre larger than then special
or mainstreamed education of handicapped leanien; the are a part of a

, massive Shift In the public philosophy about the place and the rights of
women, nAnority groups; and institutional residents. Abetted by civil
rights class action suits. there has beenitinitederation Of the changes
that had been occurring right along; particularly since drown v. Board
'of &notion, the landniark Supreme Court determination in 1954.

Given this diming it is not surprising that little attentionhas been
given to research and writing which call attention to problems in the
conceptualization of mainstream programs (Martin, 1974; M Ulan,
Ames, & Meyers,94), the bases of environmental support fir such
programs (Mdeher, 1072; Sosnowsky & Coleman, 1971) or writings
which question the conclusinnese or. data used to support key
mainstreaming; aisumptions, e.g., the impact of labels (MacMillan,
/ones; & 410111, 1974), she inadequacy of the self eontainal class
hleeMillant (1979 or blis in-;assessment (Sadler, 1973; Meyers,
Sundstnuts, Yoshida, 1974).1 fa comprehensive andaccurate picture
of mainstreaming Is to be obtained,

as'
much attention needs to bc given

to divergent ideas and' findings as to those which support obvious
_Noses. This view was articulated jaunty by Martin (1M) who
ezpressufhWthoughtson current mainstreaming practices and dirco.
thins. Mirtin's sentiments bear eepetition In the present contest

isWe 'cannot keep silent about sonic of the Hain our present
ystens.the failure to provide services, the poor facilities, the

s failure to identity' learning problems, the failure to move children
)001 of Institutions or OUtoripteill programs into regular sentinel,

: Out wtmuit also avoid those well intentioned lies teat Ignore
the weaknesses in a well intentioned systeni because,* are afraid
that exposure will hart oureatise. We shouldnot allow our belief in
the promises of mainstreaming to cause us to be silent if we see
fault% In the application; With The newly recognized rights of
children to the "Ovation we offer, there must be an equal
responsibility to see.that those righisare truly fulfilled. (p.153)
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In-the section fellnwing st the concerns canterated earlier
will be touched only incidentally raider the as imption ilsolorguments
developed r hiPpoet the- inoinsuraming philosophy have kcal well
stated. The present need.11 to dovdop vneeptualizatiens which point
the Arcata for-duns.. This MUM ea INIVO.litile 1114 forWide writiap on the Inappropriateness of tests for use with
issiaorIty children; regtdar teachui do not need to be berated for their
lade of familia* with important dementsidminorityadturesand tire

° atYlea;- sell! administrators do slot need to be told that evaluation
lavolviag minority children will. be difficult. Rather,:the used is for
coricqnvallations, strategies, and techniques which will be useful to
those who assess, teach, and evaluate minority children placed in
11161111111 settngs.

The imentlon of the present volume is to make a modest effort to
provide_ such tofu/nail& It should not-be-considered a handbook,
however, iskartviewthtattemptstoprovideaoompreihnsik:c catalog-
of occhnaes for. the instruction Or appraisal or minority group
children are bound to fail foist leak three MIMIC first such an effort
Would be *wieldy, requiring msay volumes; second, ImpOrtant

-systbites would be difficult to achieve, and third, such an effort might
Imply that our knoivledge bole is sounder than is in frOt thetase. It Is
unfentmately true that while shiny sugge(tionk penciplis, strategies

o
and tradmiques for integratinomino.-kychildren in mainstream settings
can be ;Tien, few have been subjected to carotid scrutiny and
etraluation,,,

Three pryers hi Part1 provide elaboration oq Issues rat* In this
present Introductory 'chapter, Aberan (Legal Forms and Pressures)
provides a comprehensive dlicussion.Ofkgai Issues within the wider
consent of racist, mist. and 'other prejudicial motivations and *pm*.
deco. The meaning of the-right to education suits, and the concepts of
dee preens' of law and least restrictive environment are clearly
presented and analyzed.

Patens' perspectives osmainstreiming aid suggestions for parents
of nainstreamed Children are presented by Morton and Hull (Parents
and the Mainstreal), while Oda (Magnetite and Mainstreaming:
A Case or d4e yid shows the lion relationship between. Inuti or
maiirarearaingnattloosc of school desegregation: Thit paper and the
one Abend highlight the important inteneetlon' between lines
serroundincellnureaming and lupe concerns reined to equality of
educational opporranki. .

luau related so assessmen are covered ht Part II. In the first

It

: .

1. 1

paper (Peobtois Issues in Assessment of Minority Group Chi!.
, dren) Samuda presents an overview of fundamental Issues in testing

minori ty group children with particular attention given to causes idlest
abuse. In the papers folknying, Dent (Apsessing Black Children for
Mainstreem Placement) discusses communique to the pqehoeduca-

.tiORAI assessment of black children, while DeAvila (Mainstreaming
Ethnically and LInguistkey Different Children: An Exercise In
Pandas. or New Approach?) -presents a eimllar-discuision for

. children for whom English is a second language. All three authors give
attention tohnportint and .necessary background Information but they
abo offer a variety of suggestions for improving assessment practises:
Samuda concludes with guidelines and alternatives to the use of

. norm-referenced tests, while Dent presenti guidelines for a system for
' the colucationol assessment a black children. DeAvila presents uten-

sil-it information on the PAPI system (Program Assessment/Pupil
Instniction), an instructional program based on diagnostic/prescriptive
procedure!.

The focus of Part Ill is upon curriculum Issues and teaching
strategics. Dsbney (Curriculum Building and Implementation in Main-
stream Settings: Some Concepts and Propositions) makes mild' the
tale assumptions relevant to principles of curriculum building in the 1

gem ri ease, and Inyitesconsidcration of a number of propositions that
are pr.:rkw-Islic tiplanning curriculums fur the education of minority
groin children ht mainstream settings. Papers by Pepper (Teaching the
American Indian Child in Mainuream Set tinp), John,' (Mainstream-
ing Black Childrim), and Castaneda (Cultural Dernotracy and the
Educational Needs of MCA= American Children) treat specific
curriculum adaptations necessary for the mainstream education, respec-
lively, of American Indian, black, and Chicano thddien. These
carefully prepared papers present not only conceptual frameworks for
necessary-curriculum development but they also give useful curriculum
ades and instructional techniques as well. These papers were
premed with the view that school people desire specific knowledge

8 and techniques to facilitate mainstreaming, not platitudes and rhetoric.
Evaluation of mainstream programs is treated in Part IV. Gottikb.

shard, Kaufman. and Semmel (Retarded Children Mainstreamed:
Pruetkes As They Affect Minority Group Children) draw from the
data of Project PRIME (the largo scale study of mninsireaming in the
Texas schools) to provide a variety of descriptive data or, mainstream
classrooms. the extent of integration, and factors this appear to be
related to decisions to Integrate Anglo, black, and Chicano students

. who had beentlauified as mentally retarded. Yoshida. MacMillan and
Meyers erbC Dccalificilloo of Minority Greup EMRetudents In
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HO I -2

ATTMIDES CF REZUIAR CLASSRCCM
TEACH LEPS TOWARD NJAINSTREAMIZ SCALE

Put an X on top of the response which most accurately represents your
current opinion about the statement. There are no correct answers.

Key: SD Strongly Disagree N No Opinion 1 A Agree
OH Disagree SA Strongly Agree

1. I belieye that placing a handicapped SD A SA
student in a typical classroom would
damage the student's self-concept.

2. A hand capped child will be moti- SD D N A SA
later! to learn in a regular classroom.

3. As a result of placement in a regular SD D N A SA.
classrodn, a handicapped child will
develop a more positive attitude
toward school.

4. Placement of a handicapped child
in a regular classroom will likely
result in his becoming socially
withdrawn.

5. I think that the integration of
handicapped students into the
regular classroom will harm the
educational achievement of
average students.

6. The experience of being in a regular
clas!iroom will increase the chancei of
a handicapped child attaining a more
productive and independent place in
society.

SD D N A SA

SD . 0 N SA

SD A SA

7. Given my current understanding, I ,SD D N A SA

believe that "mainstreaming" will .

benefit the teacher as well as all
children.

8 Assignment of a handicapped child SD D N A SA
to a regular classroom is a wise
adMinistrative decision.

"Attitude toward Mainstreaming." Dean's Grant,'the University of Arkansas.

0to kJ
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The Directions for Administration of
the Interaction Preference Form

1. Today I am going to ask you to indicate on your paper the
name eta classmate with whom you would like to share certain
activities. We all work better when we have the opportunity

work with someone we get along with well. I am gathering
is information to find out who in this class would work well

together. I' hope you will be completely honest. No other,stu-
dent will know whom you have,chosen.

2., Hand but preference formsiWith questions similar to thbse we
I have indicated.

C)

3. -At the top of this form, write the names of three classmates
you would like to work with in school if you had a free choice.-

ti

4. Write in the middle of your paper the names of three class-
mates that you would like to-be With during breaks. You limy

write down any or all of the three names used previously.

S. Next write the names of three classmates you would like to sit
near in school if you -had a'free choice. You may write any or
all of the names previously used.

6. At the bottom of this form write the names of classmates with
whom you would not like to work.

After the students have made their choices, the teacher can tabu-
late the-results. Any reasonable status categories may be used to
determine the sociometric status of any specific student, -for

example:.

Star: One who was chosen fourteen or more times by his classmates.

Above average: One who received from none to thirteen choices.

Below average: One who was chosen between three and eight times.

Neglected: One who was chosen less than three times.

These numbers are based on an average classroouvenrollment of be
tween twenty-eight and thirty-five apd may be changed proportion-
ately depending on the size of the Class.

From: Gearheart, B.R. and Weishahn, M.W. The Handicapped Student
in the Regular Classroom, pt. Louis: C.V. Mosby, 1980.
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Name:,

HO I-31)

PUnIrIAJPIL

INTERACTION PREFERENCE FORM

In working on a project I would like to work with:,

2.'

.3. 7:

t

During breaks I would like to be with:

1. 0
\

2.
..

3.. z

1

I would like to sit next to:

1.

2.

3.

would not.like to work with:
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AVAILABILITY,' USABILITY, AND DESIRABILITY OF
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND MEDIA FOR

MINORITY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Elwood Stand, M.S.
Bateau o6 Education.pt the Handicapped

U.S. 066iee o6 Education

David 'A. Sabatino, Ph.D.
Robett Sedtak, Ph.D.

Southetn Ittinoi4 Univetity at
Catbondate

Lea Stetn6etg, Ph.D.
Lama& Univet41ty, Beaumont, Texa4

From: The Journal of Special Education, 1979, 13, 157-167.
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TEACHER, ENVIRONMENT,-LEARNER CHARACTERISTICS

TEACHER

1. Makes the subject .

matter relevant to the
learner.

.'Perceives children and
environment as non-
threatening to self.

3. Creates an environment .

which encourages the
learner to be active and
doing in the teaching-
learning process.

. Is honest and open.

. Interacts within the
teaching.- learning

. process both at the in-
tellectual-and feeling
levels.

6. Feels accepted, involved,-
comfortable, respected,
and competent witliin.the
teachink-learning process.

7. Enters into positive and
cooperative relationships
with,children.i

. Evaluates himstlfland his
:own work./

9. is accepting and trusting
of, children.

10. Is sensitively under-
standing of children.

ENVIRONMENT

Subject matter is
relevant to the
learner.

Is nonthreatening to
the learner.

LEARNER

Perceives subject.
matter as relevant
to him%

Perceives; teacher
environment, and
peers as non-
threatening to his
self.

Encourages learner to Is active and doing
be active and doing. in the teaching-

.

learning process.

Conducive to honest Is honest and open.
and open interaction.

Encourages'intellectual Interacts within the
and feeling levels. teaching-learning

process both at the
intellectual-and
feeling levels.

Promotes acceptance. Feels accepted,
. involved, comfortable

respected, and com-
petent within the
teaching-learning
prz,cess.

Encourages cooperative, Enters into positive,
positive relationships. cooperative relation-

ships with teacher ^.

and peers.

Encourages self- Evaluates himself
evaluation. and his work.

Creates atmosphere of
trust.

Encourages-sensitive
understanding.



TEACHER

.1. Is flexible.

12. Plans activities with
children.

11. Accepts his own
limitations!.

HO 11-2

ENVIRONMENT LEARNER°

Promotes flexibility.

Encourages plihning
of activities with
children and teacher.

.Spinazola, C., Application of the Diagnostic Teacher Model to Soclial
Emotional Development. In Ward et al., Diagnostic Teaching of

. -Pre-School and Primary Children, 1973, pp. 392-93.
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OPTIONAL'

0

a
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Maynard C. Reynotda
350 Ettiott Hatt
Unive44ity 06 Minneaota
MZnneapotia, MN -55455
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Instructions for Use of the ACLE Scale for Needs Assessment

By: Maynan. C. Reynolds ,

Univelusity ol6 Minnesota

The ACLE (Assessment of ClassrAM Learning Environment) Scale is a useful
instrument for several purposes: 1) in planning in-service training for regular
class teachers; 2) in helping the faculty of an entire school in assessing their

;imPlementation'of principles of individualized education; 3) in helping individual
(teachers decide upon-areas in which they would like, to try for professional devel7
opment; 4).in presenting an image, of a "mainstreamed" school. The ACLE is not /

'designed, nor should it ever be used,. as an instrument to evaluate teacher
fofixance.

//
The Scale consists of 16 sub-acales addressing a variety of factors-

significant in de'r eloping an overview or profile of classroom learning environments.
Each sub-scaleis made up of five (5) descriptors, sequentially arranged from
"l "'to "5" in order of increasing desirability. By reading all sub-scales in
the "5"level one has a description of a class which shows a very high degree of
power to accommodate exceptionality.

The attached summary sheet provides a convenient way of summarizing obser-
vations which teachers make of their own classrooms. One or more classrooms may
be described on the.same summary sheet.

(ACKNOWLEDGEMENT; The original idea for this scale came from Barry Dollar and
?Susan Dollar who used a similar system as part of their LOFT (Learning Opportunities
for Teachers) System. Robert Prouty contributed ideas for several of the scales.'
and for.use of the scale in teacher education. A discussion of the scale, in-
eluding related literature, is included in Reynolds, M. C. and Birch, J.,
:Teaching Exceptional Children in All America's Schools, Reston, VA: The Council
for xceptional Children, 1978.

-
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Sub-Scale Topic

Summary Needs/Inte:ests Assessment

Present Level of Learning Environment
.

.

1 2
.

3

1. ,Space/Facility Accommodation 0
.

2. TeaAing-learning Settings

3. Degree of Structure -

4. Social Environment
.

...

.

5. Control/Responsibility for Environment .

6. Classroom Management

7. Rate

8. Content (Curiculum) .

5.
, .

Instructional Methods .

10. Materials

11. .Recognizing/Appreciating Cultural Differences

12. Evaluation
.A. -

13. Affective Edubation .

14. Teaching Arrangements

15.
4

Child Study Process
..

16. ParentTeacher Interaction .

1.03
O
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Teaching-leaining'Settings

1. Desks of uniform design are placed in neat rows,and columns,'011 facing
a, teacher's desk.

2. Defe;ze of uniform deilgn are, placed in neat rows and columns, all' facing
in the same direction; at least one "special interest, center" is added.

3. Students in desks,or at tables which are not in row-by-column Arrange,.
Rents and which interact with 4'arioisly spaced interest centers.

4. Instructional space is complex, involving a,variety of learning
centers and Varieties of ways by whiCh students may locate themselvIs.

5. InstructiOnal space is divided into aVariety.of areas or learning
centers which include room for both materials and students.. Areas
'oistside of the classroom, both within the school and in the-larger '
community, are used witb significant frequency and' in organized wars.



Space & PacilIty Accommodations to Physical Impairments

1. The classroom (a) is essentially, untreated foi sound; (b) access itivtives
difficult elevation and entry prohlems for student's in wheelchairs; (c)
has no amplification devicen;' and (d) has no partitioried areasfor small
group.work; (e) movement to washrooms, lunch rooms, and other,esaential.'
areas is difficult for the orthopedically or-'visually ,impaired students;(f) space it very limitedthus, inflexible; (g) storage:space is almost
totally lacking in Classrooi.

2. At least four of the seven limitations (a through g, above) a're.charao-..
teristic of the classroom spaces.

3. General architectural accommodations (elevation changes) have been .managed, but internal spaces are essentially untreated and ftlflexible,

4. Basic architectural accommodations-are adequate. .C1assroom and other
spaces are generally adequate in size, and Sound treatment is adequate;
but storage, furniture, and flexibility of space are significant prob.r.
leas.

0

5. ,Th0 classroom is carpeted and /or otherwise treated effectively for sound
control; access-and entry present no prohlems.for any student; storage,
flexible partitioning possibilities,-sound amplification, varied
furniture, and like matters are provided` adequately.

1Q"
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Recognizing and Appreciating Cultural Differences

1. instruction prOceeds with little or no explicit recognition of cultural
differences. The majority-values and styles dominate the scene.

_2. Special arrangements for remedial work are made for students who may have
second language problems or who have different developmental patterns and
learn4ng,styles associated with race or ethnicity. Teachers may have had
required human relations training.

_3. Special projects oriented's:to needs of minority students are arranged to
supplement the regular school program: such as special pre-school,
language classes, bilingial youth advocates, or special units or,
Native-American education or black studies.

1 . Efforts are made to go beyond, special projects and to redesign the basic
curriculum to include valid elements from all relevant cultures - -so that
all children can feel that both their past and their future are given
studied and valued consideration.

S.. Content, materials, andimetWOWSOf instruction are made meaningful to poo
and minority group children As well as to- all others; the commitment to
cultural pluralism is real, especially as reflected in curriculum. Both
students and parents from minority communities feel engaged and well
understood in the school situation; they feel as equals among equals.
Aesthetic, experiences of the school include samples from all cultures
represented by the school

VZ1



Control of and Responsibility for Environment

_l. Each individual class and the school is a role-governed operation; with
rules based almost totally on the teacher's "police" power and compe-
tencies.

2. Students share occasionally in discussioh of how the schohl environment
shall be managed. A degree of "consent of the governed" is achieved.

3. Formal arrangements are made for the regular involvement of students in
governance--as in student-government, student-management of classroom
materials, weekly class meetings, or the like.

4. Individual students and groups.of students are given special training
and responsibility for management of much of the school environment and
processes. Included are technical matters such as running audio7visual
machines, administering of competency exams, orienting new students,
showing the school to visitors. In addition, training may be' included
in counseling skills (listening, reinforcing, etc.) anfkother aspects
of interpersonal and group behavior.

5. Students share significantly in the governance (policy-making and
administration) of their classes and school. Their obligations run to
other students as well as to school officials; they nre expected to help
make the learning environment productive. They,receive instruction where
necessary to help them take responsibilities. The teacher shares in all
of this as well, but gives particular attention to instruction for con-
struceive initiatives and "cutonomy" by students.

.1



Social Environment

1. Students are expected to work essentially alone as far as instructional,
tasks are concerned. Student-student relationships tend.to be nonsharing,
even competitive. The teacher rewards individual performance and seems'
nondeliberate. about group processes.

2. Students work' ainly in isolation, but occasionally in small groups. The
'teacher praises and supports friendly interactions, but no systematic pro-
vision for education in group processes is provided. Evaluation tends
to.be individually-oriented and to encourage competition.

3. Students work in small groups frequently and must share materials. All
records are individual. Students are expected to learn-to work with
each other, but goals are nonspecific.

4. Students are clustered so that they can interact freely. Some group
projects are assigned-with considerable frequency. Group projects are
evaluated informally; but grade records emphasize individual achievements.
Social skills are valued.'

S. The development of positive social skills and attitudes is onelavowed
objective of the teacher. Students are expected -to interact and share
with each other and to help one another Sometimes they work on group
projects, dividing up work. The teacher assists in group process and
rewards effective group work. Students have every reason to be mutually
helpful. Defih.te efforts are made to provide socially integrative

.

experiences for exceptional students



Degree of Structure -

.... .

.

1. Structure is attended to only casually. No systematic effort is made to
control degree of structure.

2. Structure is imposed on some topics--those considered most essential; all
students tend to receive similar treatment.

3. All students receive a carefully structured approach in introducing
concepts or new content. Students who complete work rapidly are free
to proceed in their own way in their "extra" time.

4. Instruction is varied-in degree of structure, so that all students have a
variety of experiences. Degree of structure tends to be-a function of
teacher intezest and not fully a funcItion of student need, but all students
experience variety.

5. Degree of structure is varied systematically so that students who need 1

high structure get it and those who achieve better by creating their
own structure are encouraged to do so. The teacher has structure clearly
°worked out for his/her teaching area and uses it creatively. 1

1101
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Mo.

Classroom Management

1. Classroom management--including group alerts and communications, trans-
itions, question and answer procedures--tend to be at least mildly
chaotic and noisy. Only a minority of students tend to be thoroughly

I attentive or on task at most times.

2. Group signals and alerts are generally well attended, and at least half
of students are "on task" at Most times; but transition periods tend
to be chaotic and behaVjor disturbancps are handled unpredictably.
Materials management and record keeping are on minimum acceptability ,

levels.
0

3. Teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil communication and managemen.: are all in
good Order, but-mainly on the basis of the very high,force level of
the teacher. Teacher authority is clear. Predictability of class
behavior is high because negative consequences for misbehavior are
high--a tough but. highly competent situation.

4. Communication is good; organization is complex but orderly; attention
level is high; disturbance rate is low. Teacher is creative, adaptive,

, and shares responsibilities for the environment with students and
rationalizes rules in group sessions. There are some very bad days,
but most are tolerable to good.

5. At least 90% of students attend When teacher seeks to alert the full,
class; questions almost always serve as signals for all students;
systems for transitions, record keeping, materials management and
like,matters are well understood and observed efficiently; 'Students
au clear about expectations and consequences of their behavior.

i"



Rate

1. All students are given fixed, uniform assignments to complete in uniiorm_
periods of time.

2. All students'are given uniform minimum assignments for standard periods
of time. Students who complete, work rapidly are usually free to work on
unrelated activities. Students who do not complete work. successfully
continue with classmates in spite of poor background. Some extra help
to "laggards" may be given.

3, All students are given uniform minimum assignments for, standard periods
of time. Students who complete tasks rapidly and well are allowed
informally to proceed to more advanced related topics. Students who
fail to_complete tasks satisfactorily are given extra tasks and/or
assigned to others for extra help- -such as aids or resource teachers.

4. Students are given mastery examinations at set times, such as at the
beginning of each semester. After each'.evaluation, subgroups proceed
at different rates and in different levels of the curriculum.

5. Students_ proceed with instruction\at rates indicated by mastery ex-
amination. Stich exams may be take:. at any appropriate time, followed
by pre-tests for succeeding tasks or topics. Entry to new areas may
proceed at any time.



o.

Content (Curriculum)

1. ontent is defined totally by the textbook or teachers guide, including

the sequence Of topics or activities. The content and sequence are

uniform for all students.

2. Teachet basicarlysfollows textbook or teachers' guide. in setting content

and sequence of topics, but introduces significant modifications or

"special" topics designed to accommodate, to general interests of the

group and the tea,cher's.judginent of priorlties. The program is almost

totally uniform for all students.

3. Teather basically follows textbook or curriculum guide but uses more than

one level or set of textbooks in heterogeneous classes.

4. Content for particular students is specified by the teacher; several levels

of textbooks are used along with varieties of other instructional

materials. Task sequences are carefully defined. Students are assessed

individually and entered into instructions--at appropriate levels.

Student interests guide selection of a significant portion of the con-

tent.' The program for each.student is sequenced according to evaluation

of previous performance and' achievement Attempts are-made to inteirate

specific tasks across broader domains of the curriculum.

ti
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Instructional Methods,

1) Direct instruction - - lecture with or without correlated visual aides and/or
demonstrations; 2) inquiry- discovery methods--students inquire and reach
generalizations independently, may or may not involve interactions among
students; 3) grout) investigations--democratic process; 4) precision teaching--
application of methods of the applied behavior analysts; 5) instructional
games--embedding concepts to be taught in .game situations; 0.creativity--
methods emphasizing divergent problem solution and other forms of,productive
rather than reproductive thinking; 7) plychoeducational diagnostic--pre-
scriptive procedures; 8) peer or dross-age tutoring; 9) developmental
teaching as in direct psychological education for moral development,

1. In a typical month teacher uses systematically no more than'two of the
above methods.

2. In a typical month teacher uses systematically no more than three of the
above methods.

3. In a typical month teacher uses systematically at least five of the above
methods.

4. In a typical month teacher uses systematically at least five of the above
methods'and is, studying or consulting with other school staff members
about additional approaches for, some' students.

5. Teacher is able to use at least six of the above methods and has collab-
orative arrangements with special education teachers, school consultants,

psychologists, or others to help implement additional methods as needed.

1i4



Materials

l

1. The instructional materials include essentially only one or at most
three textbooks of standard grade level difficult whic\I are used
With near uniformity by all students.-

1
. -, .

.

,

2. Instructional materials include several levels (different reading levels)
of basic textbooks covering content'of the class. Additional materials
from the library are.on hand regularly for use by students.

3. All in 2, above; plus Occasional use by the teacher of films, filmstrips,
addiotapes, overhead projections, and similar audio-visual aids.

4. All of 2. and 3, above, plus permanent provision of a variety of Materials
in establishing interest centers for use in the teaching-learning
of the class.

5. Instructional materials include several levels of reading materials, plds
collections of audiorviaual materials, instructional games, and
competency examinations. Students are able to "store".in the classroom
their individual sets of materials and records. Students tare competent%
in use of. all equipment. Special instructional materials centers and
consultant's are awailable to assist teachers.
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gvalua:=.lon

1. Evaluation is elmc...4e to...aliy text-oriented and always involves comparisons
with other, class mcp,be ;. aesults are recorded as percentiles, pee-
centages, standard smcrus some such metric, usually with no breakdown
for diagnostic purposes: -1;ores are not interprbted in mastery terms.
Atmosphere stresses gr,v;.1t.o and uompetitionA.

'1'

2. Evaluation is text-orient.?4.1 anenorm-oriented, but with careful attention
to domain. Some modest degree of use is made of results in assigning
"make-up" work.,orin other limited adjustments of program.

4

3. Evaluation is mainly domain-oriented and reasonably clear for domain.
All exams are "handed back", but- attention is mainly on "grading",
rather than to the planning of instruction. Procedures tend to be some
what inconsistent.

4. Most assessments ate mastery-oriented and clear about domain and are used
effectively end regularly in planning instruction. Feedback to students
on all teats is complete and clear. However, term grades tend to be
assigned quite strictly on a norm or social comparison basis. Students, ,

are encouraged to evaluate their own work independently.
°

5. Assessmente are partly test - oriented, but include infOrmal observations
and assessments as well. All evaluation is clear as to domain and is
mastery-oriented. Assessments are quite frequent and in.tegral parts of
instruction. Occasionally norm - oriented tests are used to give students'
a basis for comparison of their ratesof development with that of others.-
All students have a solid chance for sensing progress. The teacher is
aware that not all-learning can be assessed by another person and that a
person must evaluate hie/her own growth and what conditions for growth
are optimal--as partof the total evaluation program.



c.

Affective Education'

e.ra_for affective developient and climate is limited to a general
policy of courtesy and pleasantness. Affective education is in no way
a planned part of the curriculum.

2. Poiiiive affective development and climate, while recognized as worth-
while, are sought only through sporadic and generally non-sequential
activities included on an impulse or "time-available" basis.

3:' Affective education is recognized as worthwhile and is, included on a
planned but infrequent basis throughout the year. Teachers have
opportunities for inserviCe education and consultation on the topic.

4. Affective education is-recognized as worthwhile and is included on a
regularly scheduled baSis much as other subject areas are in the weekly
instructional schedule for students, Needs of teachers and administrators
are recognized as well.

5. Affective education is recognized as an essential component q1/4f the total
curriculum, is a part Of 'the regular daily instructional schedule, and
is systematically included in carry -over activities in all subject
areas. Administrators and teachets attend equally to professional,
colleagues' affective needs. Expert conultation.is provided on affective
education to both teachers and administrators.
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Teaming Arrangements

1. When "problem ,students are identified in regular classrooms, they are.
referred for study by speCialists (such asischool'psychologists, school
social workers, school nursesit,etc.) on the assumption that the problem
ownership hai\been transferred outside of.the regular classroom".

2. When "prbbIem" students are identified in the regular classrooms they are
.,referred for study 'by specialistS. The regular class teacher is balled-

- upon by the specialists to 'assist in the diagnosis., Observations of the
student may be made in the referring teacher's classroom.

T. When "problem" students are identified in regular clasSrooms a referral., is
made to specialists. The regular teacher then often participates with
the parents and school specialists in writing an "Individualized Educational
Program" (IEP). The diagnosis is almost exclusively child-centered.

4.. When "problem" students are identified in regular classrooms referral is
made to specialists. The regular teacher then often participates in\Che,
diagnosis and in writing the ,Frequently observations are made of\
the student in the regular class: Consultation\with the regular teacher'
to achieve-pirgram modifications is frequently a part of, the total erress
following referral..

5., Systematic studies are made in the school for'!!probleme of students,.
These are the bases for studies of cla'ssroom and home'situationsas well
as of student, as a basis for broad efforts for change (for example,
providing more-alternative approaches in reading instruction, more teacher
competency in using small - group "cooperative" instructional groups, closer
home-school contacts on _truancy issues, etc.). When particular."problem"
students are identified specialists are called upon for consultation with
teachers with primary attention to possible needs for program modification. -1- .

__



Child Study Process

1. There is no structured child study process. Children who do not conform
to.expected beha4ioral or achievement norms are dealt with through re-
Atral-and segregation in isolated special education programs,or other
forms of .separate tracks or groupings.

2. Child-study-is seen as a problem-centered. effort to identify and categorize
children's deficits using standardized psycho-Medical tests and to deter-
mine apprOpriate-placements external to-the regular classroom. Specialists,
such as psychologists, are mainly_ occupied" in classifying and labeling
students for special programs.

Child study is psycho- educational. in nature, relying heavily upon standard-
. ized assessment instruments to diagnose and classify the child's deficits,

with focus on determination of appropriate remedial programs.

4 Child study is eduCationally-oriented, with child and his/her teacher
central to process and focus on analyzing teachihg-learning interaction
to determine areas where efforts for improvement should be concentrated.

5. Child study is focused on positive development of increasingly accommodative
.learning environments: Children's diversity in needs and abilities are
closely examined; not to identify deficits'in children but rather to plan
modification-in

such

practices and in school/home environments.
Specialists, such as psychologists are heavily involved in program development.

0
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Parent-Tpa-aer Interaction

1. Parent-teacher interaction is characteristically limited to crisis-
istimulated contacts often adversary in nature. Administrators enter mai1nly

as rule enforcers.

2. Parent-teacher interaction, in addition to Crisis-stimulated contacts,
occurs on a regularly scheduled bpsis throughout the year with the agenda
characteristically limited to the teacher's reporting of children's
progriss.

3. Parent-teacher interaction, in addition to crisis and formal reporting
contacts, includes periodic teacher-initiated affirmative contacts with
parents to informally communicate 'positive behaviors and achievements of
each child.

, 4. Parent-teacher interaction As characterized by an open and,trusting climate
of communication within which problems and crises are seen as cause for
common.concern and investment in solution and wherein formal and informal
information-sharing is. provided by bbth parents and teacher..

5. Parent - teacher cooperation is close_and continuous. As volunteer aides,
as participants in various school committees, as co-sponsorls of school-
community activities, parents join with teachers in enhancing.and expanding
the learning and experiential oppoitunities for children. T atmosphere
stresses creativity, mutual commitments and trust. Administrators enter
as leaders/facilitators.

2 3



TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION

0

TP-1

.

Gearheart, B. R., & Weishahn, M. W., The Handicapped Student in
the'Regular Classroom, St. Louis: C. V. Mosby, 1980.
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PUPIL PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHER-STUDENT
INTERACTION AND SUPPORT

fi

EL

TP-2

Gearheart, B. R., & Weishahn, M. W., The Handicapped Student in
the Regular Classroom, St. Louis: C. V. Mosby, 1980.

May be.used by
ti

pre
1
service teachers as an interview sheet or filled'

Pout independently by pupil.
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PUPIL-PUPIL
INTERACTION PREFERENCE FORM

11,

TP-3

Gearheart, B. R. ;- Weishalik, Nr.7W7,---The Handicapped Student in
the Regular Classroom, St. Louis: C. Ve Mosby, 1980. ,-


